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TI LE MURRAY LEDGER,
MURRAY, KHNTUCKY THUFSDAY, AU\ 1911;
BABY WEEK" WILL BE FITTINGLY -
OBSERVED BY MURRAY WOMEN,
In keeping with the nation-
wide program for the obsexvance
of "baby week," March 411,
the various women's clubs of the
city will make a special endeav-
or to carry out one of the most
interesting weeks ever observed
by the citizens of this place.
The daily program is one of more
than ordinary interest and those
who are fortunate enough to be
present at each of the entertain-
ments during the week will, be
imply paid for the trouble. The
baby question has alwaas been a
paramount-one, and white MITIF-
erous Murray citizens are "too
far gone" to worry further, real-
ising that the future has shut
out for them the prattle ad
laughter and anxiety of the wee
little tot, stait will be worth
111. 
while to attend these daily meet.
ings. Following is published the:se
- program fdr each day:
Arts and Crafts Club, Sater-.
day.-An exhibit of baby cloth-
ing, accessories, foods and ha
bies, at the court house. This
representing every state, are
planning .for Baby _week,  lo that
for seven days the needs of the
babies may be so presented that
all parents in those communities
will learn a little better how to
care fur their babies and all the
citizens will realize that they
have a-special obligation to safe-
guard the conditions surround-
ing babies.
The Baby week idea, accord-
ing to the children's Bureau, or-
iginated In Chicago about two
years ago. Then New York had
a-baby weeks and -also-St-Louis
and other cities. Such practical
benefit has in each case resulted
that the general federation of
womeneclubs has undertaken to
st.,o YEA
i - This tabulation Is Asspectally nImade available by tabulation.
!Published census returns are vENTucloya n6
it a
'children's bureau. Among the! -
' subjects of study which the law
important to the studies of the --FATHER 01 BABY.
directs the bureau to undertake
are infant mortality, the birth Whitesburg, Ky., Feb. 21.-
rate, orphanage and 'desertion, There is not a more. remarkable
tatrreqUiring information-ag-ta-maif-Tic Kent-ucky Today than
!family structure. For 1890. 1900, ••uncie Bubo Bates:pct, who re-
and 1910 this information was, sides in a log cabin es. the head-
' secured. but the material has not., waters of Rockhouse creek, Let-
been tabulated because there has cher county, ten miles from this
i been thus far no' public demand place. .
' for it such as secures, for exam- o
I * Uncle Bob" boasts of having
, pie, the comprehensive informa- lately become the father of a boy
Ition regarding manufactures fur- baby- the twenty-fourth th at
: nished by the bureau of the cen- ' has come to bless the family ear-
sus every five years. But neither cle--and he is receiving congrat-
the census bureau nor toe chit-
:dren's bureau has funds. to make 
wouldthe-tabulation-that ould render
this body of,human_facts availa-
ble' for use. Meanwhile the chil-.
dren's bureau is persuing its in-
quiry into the relation of babies'
Promote this nation-wide °beer- 
deaths to wages and social con-
Vance. State health officials and
ditions, believing "that the in-
national organizations interest- 
;quiry will prove increasingly
ed in public health and 
childi valuable as a stimulus to more
welfare have taken up the
plan !protection of the youngest and
and in various ways are
g.ving , tenderest lives throughout the
it not only their sanction but
their active co-operation.. The
extension divisions of the 'state
will be both interesting and in. :universities have promised spec- 
two cemmunities as the securingt • Early in life "Uncle Bob" de-
_erupt VP Nal assistance, in interesting and 
of Infant welfare nurses, veloped a spirit of thrift and
y  n rural ̀ P"vilig 
the milk supply, and
Baby Sunday-se-The -bar-eau alThelping bahweeksi --
Washington invites all ministers communities.
to preach appropriate sermons. I Ths children's bureau believes.
Music Club, Monday. - Pro- that Baby week will give more
gram will consist of lullabies, parents a chance to learn the
Mother t-Onne- maga and -a paper-naeeepted- -prieeipals - of-- ifilesstr
on "The Influence of Music on a; care, and will awaken every
Child's Life." At the school American to his responsibility :
3 30 m for the death of the 300 000 
enoids, Dr. T. B. House. Teeth,
Dr. Hugh McElrath. Eyes, Dr.
V1:-G Johnson. Contagious Dis-
eases of Children, Dr. W. H.
Graves. Prenatal Influence, Dr.
B. B. Keys. Care of Mother and
Babe, Miss Hendrix. Twilight
Sleep, Dr. W. M. Mason. At the
court house, 3:00 p. m.
The program for Wednesday
will be announced next week.
house, : p. . , Da-
Civic League, Tuesday. -Ad- I bies who, according to the cell...!
sus estimates, die every year,bet-
fore_they are twelve months old.
Therefore the children's bureau
has prepared a special bulletin
of practical suggestions for Ba- I Hopkinsville, Ky., Feb. 19.-
by _week campaigns, adapted to A leap year wedding took place
the varying needs of 'coma:arra; -here yesterday afternoon when
ties of different types. Copies Miss Sallie Eldora Brown, 17, s
of this bulletin may be had free and James Herbert Twedell, 18, of represen
tatives sixty years,
from the children's bureau here. both of Crofton, were married, ago-
again thirty years ago and
This bureau is conducting a Before marrying the parties sig-. was sherif
f of Letcher county.
Mothers' Club, Thursday.- detailed inquiry into the social
Program will consist of the slays and economic causes of babie
s'
-recommeaded by the Ladies' !deaths. Its report shows that
liome Journal for this week. At the inquiry complet
ed during the
past year reveal an average. in-
fant death rate of 134 out of ev-
ery 1,000 babies in a steef-mak-
ing and coal-mining town as
against 84 out of every 1,000 in
a residential suburb. An even
greater contrast is found be-
tween the most congested sec-
tion and the choicest residential
section in each of these two com-
munities.
Commenting upon these find-
ings the report says: "The more
i favorable, the civic and family
. -
Church of Christ. 1"--
We desire to announce to our
friends and neighbors of Murray
and vicinity that Bro. C. M. Pul-
lies, of Lewisburg, Tenn., will
be with us again in a series of, ,
gospel meetings, beginning the
first Lord's day, in March. A
more goodly man is not the priv-
ile•ge of the people of Murray-to
hear.. His acquaint-ince 'With
the book, together with the sim-
plicity with which -he handles
his subjects, combine in him a•
man of rare attainmente. 
We especially -wee( to insist'
- pertinent of labor. _ 'nu
mber and nronertion of moth.
..residents of that section stand- Bob" he
 is frequently mentioned --t women until the facts about the •the ehildren's bureau of the de-
Fear hundred eOintnanitina, lora at work oantained  .11/1• 
ing higher. The groom is a far. as the 
"Father of Knott county•'
• . '
afternoon for his home, leading • Price Throughout-Thillark-DiStiet:,. '
Hamlett Withdraws His Contest Suit the mule behind the buggy. I
•
the school house, 3:00 p. m.
Brother's and sister's day at
the school. School rally. Fri-
All entertainments are free
except the one at the school
house Friday night, of which the
proceeds will go to the school.
The program Tuesday afternoon
will be of scientific value to
women 3nly. All other days ev-
eryone is urged to attend. These
are for your benefit and instruc-
t. •non.
economy, alid though yet a young
man had saved up thousands -ef
dollars, something unusual ,for
that day. He kept everylasting-
ly at it, and today he boasts of
the fact of ihaviag earner' and
saved for ̀himself a thousand or
more dollars each year of his
life. He has dealt extensively
in stock, cattle, sheep, hogs, has
bought, produce, tilled-the soil
p and blocked together V-i-it-tracts
0---nf Eastern Kentucky coal and
timber lands. He has been in-
terested in politics, served dur-
ing the civil war in the Confed-
erate army as a colonel, was a
member of the Kentucky house
 •••••
been in feeble health for several ,
months, and had been confined
to her bed for the pastaix weeks.
Mrs. Thomas was a Miss Dunn
before her marriage to Rufus K.
Thomas, who died twenty-five
years ago. She was married in
Marshall county, but came to
Trigg soon aftelavards where she
since Reeord.  
Gilbert Loses Hive of Saes. _
Attorney M. E. Gilbert, who
lives one mile from Paducah on NOTICE THE DATE
the Benton road, has just discov-
ered that thieves have committ-
They stole a genuine bee hive I ON YOUR LABELed the limit in offense.
from Mr. filbert's farm and the
worst part about it is that the
The Ledger has just-comp!et-hive contained. hig prize queen
bøe and herloyal family of full fcl'the revi.jun (4. its'entifelna
ing list, and the 'attention of eveblooded rtalian bees.
_committed4eayeabscriber is directed to theThe robbery--was
change. On-the label, on whichone night last week and was a
your name appears also appearsnervy thing to do as bees are not
very sociable with strangers. the date of _expiration of your
But the thieves evidently made subscription. This comes to yea
away with the stand with great, each week as a reminder -ofyour-
credit to their ability and Attor-
ney 
' • •expiration date and as a receipt
Gilbert is condueting a for your money. This revisica, -search for his hive and its con-
was a very expensive undertak-tents. He valued it at about $5.
He owns about forty hives and
has a big supply of honey every
year. -Paducah Sun.
About SONO Pored: Sold,
The sale at the loose leaf ware-
ouse uem ay wee at-
ing but we are confident our pa-
trons will appreciate it very
much. Ti entire list has bees.,
checked from memorandum book,
day -book, stubs of iice-ipt books
and the subscription Seek, and
•
--PF--nieted the usual crowd- of in...-or_d_aaPtar87-41_ oar office- 4o-the-- - 
- -----
terested growers and spectators, future there c-in never arise
 any
About 50,000 pounds of the weed question aboi any paym
ents,
'were Offered and sold, only a made on subs( •ption, as yo
u will
t..y few rejections being re-' be reminded each week of
 the
TOT-tea: Prices ranged fronirritriti-thelltb&eliWetterw---
to $7.65 for leaf, and from $2.50a rTehcie,i nstysftoermt he umon
ey.sed   b
to $3.25 for_i_Vs. 
ever)
I large publication in the world
;and is as near perfection as can,
• be attaina:-Isiali at YOtir labeT
and he'reminded that if you.
Idee us we will appreciate arr
early payment. Next Monday ie.-
fourth Monday and if your are- —
behind on your paper come in
and have the figeres changfed
a year in advance: ,The "Old
Reliable" has been mighty faith-
ful to you and don't forget "one.
*ins a new boy, who was imme-H good turn deserves another.'
diately christened John Henry' Watch the date on your label.
Silvester. Mr. Edwards is an _
ex-Confederate soldier Past 75 upon the members of other chins:-
years of age. -Mrs. Anna- ches- t Christ near Murray-
sive bank stock, town lots, farm- wards (see Adkins) 
is his third
ing lands z.nd an estimate of his wife, while Mr. Edwa
rds is her
holdings puts it at  nearVee_Mik second husband. She is 54 year
s
lion_ dollars. . of age and this eight po
und boy
1 So popular was "Uncle Bob" is her first born.
" ;
enta included the license, cere- Prevailed 
upon to enter politics.
mony, a mule, furniture, a tomb "I am shy of 
politics: have had
stone, bride's bouquet, meat, enough," 
he would reply.
flour, groceries, cigars, etc. The. Thirty year
s later, however, !
.. 'surroundings and the better the mule was offered by 
Richard he acceded to the wishes of his!
Washington. Feb. 12.- The; general conditions of life the Leavell, who insisted 
that the friends and became a candidate. '
facts about American babies, the more -elearly are they reflected wedding take p
lace in his stable, , In that session he introduced the
needs of American babies and in a lessened infant mortality." and this was done, a
 crowd of. bill and fought for, the creation
America's responsibility to her The report shaws-s however, several 
hundred people looking' of a new county out of parts
 of •
babies will this year be known that no4t-eluctiens can be . Made on, but th
e couple were not feaz- Letcher and Floyd. a
nd as a re-
as never before, because the first. 
,
iconcerning the relation between led in the 
least, and even pose co,' sult, Knott unty was
 created, '
lb
week in March will be Baby uze pic
tures. 'general infant mortality rate for .
being named .for Governor J:,
_ , • se--._ 
s
week throughout the country:" I-and indu strial employment of Both pa
rties came from prom.'Troctor Knott, them chief 
exec-
said Misa Julia Lathrop, chief of 6 - inent famiiies of Crofton no utive
s - While talking -of "Uncle
ulations of a legion of friends
over the state.- He-has-been mars
ried three- times, according to
the records.- To the first union
nine children were born: to the
second, eight, and to the third
and present wife. seven., His
first two wives died.
After the death of his second
wife, he decided to remain sin-
gle, but"single blessedness"was
too much for him and he at once
set about to marry. His third
;nation. choice was a pretty youg woman
Such practiCal results brave a.ietuf. 18, whom he married in his
treatly .followed the inquiry _ 1111 eighty-fourth year.
-,r6118tvIN-- community Interest in
kindred actissities.
The bureau also approaches the
problem of infant mortality in a
..senetructiyefnshion through two
pamphlets entitled, -nrarentil
Care" and "Infant Care," which
are sent on request to mothers.
1 ASAPRESENT FOR PROPOS1N
tied an affidavit stating that Mr:Me- it -Miley the owve
r of-a splens
Twedell called upon Miss Brown' did block of twelve
 or fifteen
the night before and she offered' thousand acres of
 some of the
herself as a valentine and  was best  coal lands in Letc
her and
promptly accepted. 'Knox counties. He o
wns exten-
The parents of the young cou-
ple gave their consent and they
came here to have the wedding
solemnized and also to secure
about $300 worth of goods which
had been offered to any leap yeaelthat his fr
iends, sixty years ago,
couple marrying, the bride to' nominated him 
for the legisla-
make sworn affidavit that she ture by a
cclamation. He was
popped the question. These pres- elected and 
afterwards was often. .
assist us with their presence as-'
I help.
_-- Next Lord's day- the subjects-
for discussion at the mornfnp-
land evening services respective--
ly are as follows: "Is the Chris:
lof the New Testament the Mes-
1 siah of the Old Testaingit?- an
"Hereditary Dep ray i as.
insist upon your hearing both
and especially the latter 'Subject
at the evening service. Altscl,
has been said upon this sub vet
in religious clrcles, and we de-
sire that you hear us.--T. .R
Thompson, Minister._
- Nati-co.-I- have bought t_lte
Parks rnill and it will be nit
each Ttres4-,y, Thursday and Sat--
g. Broach.
Field seeds, hardware a n
ranges laid- Fy -Bucy Bros.
  mer and the couple left in the until t
his day. Embargo on Tobacco Will Lower.
 the
Trigg Comity Deaths. •
The bride was an unusually
9:20 at his home near Trigg fur-
-mass:S. with AL P, Lewis for theollice of. MY  1111PLfigilt._in.both_ p
rimary _ 
nace,..eight miles west of here.
secretary of state came to an end" and general election, 
and short-
Notice to Creditors.
--1rneernarr;- widow-
PARENTS INIDVANCEO YEARS
The last week's issue of the
Benton-Tribune Democrat con-
tained the following remarkable
news item:
"The stork visited the home
of Mr. Sylvester H. Edwards at
2 a. m., Feb. 15th. and brought
•
tobacco prices in this district booksof English people toward
Paducah. kl., Feb. 21.-That I of hixtries and tur
n the poe;.zer..
will suffer heavily from the shut. the buying of necessities. "Mrs-
flog off of England 1LS a consurn- gland has a year's supply of the.
:
log ' market was 'the statement weed on hand." he continaerls.
terdievsof -41 PrOnli-Mint- tgal•44:-• , "land-she-ean-atrord--te- -bar- te-
last night when Hamlett with-,age of fun
ds since, and not wish- c k Hood having. .. sold his in- 
of Lindsey Freeman, died sud- conist. 
England each year eon-
f
bacco for the time being at least
ing to embarrass my friends todrew his petition. terest in 
the lumber 'business to denly 
last Sunday morning about sumes-about a tenth
 of the West tit,-and stop a certain pbrtton o
1:30 o'clock at the home of her K.sntncky crop
 and the curtail- • flow.- ofunis.th(th:•!4pveta An:47:720i n'airk'_
te
Hamlett is ill, having been on carry on the contsst for the otfi- his partners, 
and in order to set-.
4 the verge of a nervous break- 
ce which I believe l'fairly and tle the indebtedness of the old 
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Bert i e rnent of this market will
 serious-
.A
down for weeks. He was adyis- honestly won,
 and on eeeaunt of firm, forces us to ask that each 
Freeman, on the Roaring Spring Iy effect the a
lready low iiries. evaiiices-will bring the weed -
.• ›N •ed that he could .not stand the the hostile conditions inside andfasai aeaseone owing es to -eonee road, three miles 
from Cadiz being raft* tbin4istrintr -i- ' hIrherWunheard of petaes,_ 
itaat
- strain much longer, or deo he oilts
ide of my party, and loyelty in and hettle their account'- and ' Mrs*: 
Avy Themas,--one of the . „With "Tgard-10-,jEn 0. egullalxiirttrkSo on
 ly uiiirea- i alar.ge-ietonumr1;er to_+It.,oux;.f tIlihernint 
co*-
peons....._
4  • would become ft nervous wreck. t6 ROp {made fiest.and.earty isext notn.Cvith'ue. Your prompt at, 
oldest anti'mest •hsighly -respect.' son for pl
ating 
a
s . . , Hamlett w;11 take-r.reot and 
n .thhaeCO 1114erae (441- : •
Ill- and for the ..-aks e cif ersiti hur- • t n'i in to.thia will be appteeiet scl ladies of th
e county. died last Allielles,  -,_- • ,.. 7:—. - 
,natues...witere they can sef_.-are,
• • o s 1 • - s ' •
• lit ihe eaee. . 
. • dt4liw iseessuirroe thiN cokiltr Of nronee, - Y mit frienrig, -- -• --her home. 
Orr Dianahlsoci_ereek _of batman-2 of cred;,t. nt4 V,Iltt :it- to 11191'1 it 61111141.1'711t7,111FU•-- - iL Leivis agreed to ilay ail ,10
4ta niorY. deckles] ta wi th-1 dresss V:tttst *Me settlement 4,,,innday 
fleteisWillt•rts ; csek. MLitt „ fin. '443' awls *tied • 'S•
•.
Hamlett said:: "On aceount thi: office." < H
eed, Elvghei Irvap. lens' tre.,;b1r. Mr= 114.1n-as
 ha England -In out oft the pot-chase •.
• 
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BUSINESS IS
BASED ON CONFIDENCE
A Theory Put Into Practice by Woll
Known Illus.ne • Man
_ J. C. BRADY
„
"A druggist has many opportunities
to make lasting friends of his custodi-
an,- said lir. J. C. Brady. popular
Resall Phnrinat Jet of Fall River,
\lass. "The very nature of his bulgi-
ness draws their eonfliience for little
helpful augYestions on the matter of
health. many people have thotiked
we for reeomnieltding Bevan Orderties.
as the best _relief lot viiiiot IIIU t jou tiro
Its reaultant ilia- Put-up in dainty
candy tablet form: they are pleasant to
the _taste and Make an ideal laxative
_tar the • botne-4or and
, children -
•••••111111
'We bine the exelnOve sidling rights for
-itragreiit laNat fi e. TrTal if/e.. I ents
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
rme REXALL ITORE
A 'Remarkable Collage.
In the,March American Maga-
zine is the story of Oneida Insti-
tute in the Cumberland moun-
tains in Kentucky that feeds,
rooms and teaches some six hun-
dred students at $4 a months and
has no money to pay salaries to
its professors who, without pay,
are drawing the Kentucky moun-
taineers from the age of Queen
Elizabeth in to -the-twentieth-cen-
t ury.
The president of the college,
J. A Burns, ha-s been forced to
go on the chautauqua circuit in
order-Terrnake alitffe money for
running expenses. He himself
was a native Kentucky boy who
.•••••
•••-•-••••• 6.+- • ages-,,••• ---- -x:.-111110.11111,10,1141111100.4140L-.Ar.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••‘,......_.
fr
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PROHIBITION AND SUFFRAGE from the federal government an
ARE ASKED TO WAIT ONE TEAR
Washington,- February lb-. -
With the support of suffrage
sympathirers who thought the
time inopportune for a vote in
the house on the pending suf-
frage constitutional amendment,
a motion to postpone a report on
the measure until the next ses-
sion of congress was adopted,
nine to seven, today by the ju-
diciary committee. At the same
time the committee rejected on
a tie vote a similar motion to
postpone wail next session a re-
port on the proh_ ibition amend-
ment.
Suffragists immediately ;dun-
ched a fight for reconsideration
of the action. At least three, if
not four, members favorable to
their cause were absent when
the vote was taken, they said.
The suffrage vote came after
a.heated conflict between Various
factions that have been support-
ing the:proposals._ RePresenta-
lives-of the congressional union.
Who were eager for a vote on
tbe Susan B. Anthony proposals,
urged members until today to
vote immediately upon reporting
It Mrs. Antoinette Funk  of the
National Woman Suffrage Asso-
ciation, however, fearing defeat
of the measure, began to pledge
its friends to vote for an indefi-
nite postponement.
At the outset of the meeting
today Representative Gard, of
Ohio, offered a resolution to post-
pone indefinite consideration of
tooth the suffrage and prohibi-
equal sum for farm demonstra
tion work in Kentucky.
; Farmers from several sections
of the state have sent delegates
to Frankfort fo support the bill.
-Commissioner of Agriculture Co-
hen and a strong political grOup
are massing against it. It is but
natural the interests should be
'so aligned. The passage of the
!bill means more actual help for
I the farmers of Kentucky and the
: depletion of the funds with which
; the state board operates. Its
death means ample funds for the
' state board to carry on its en.
:deavars with, but less of actual
. value for the farmers. .
I The state board's field of ac-
tivity is the state fair, and the
'farmer's institutes. It dues lit-
tle else of consequence. The far-
mers' institutes are not practic-
al. They are not even well at-
tended. The state fair is not,
'essential to blentucky agricul- I
iture. It it a fine thing for Louis-
1 ville, whose hotel keepers andcon cessionarie4 grow _passing fat- on -the money it is-rings in, but
, the average farmer toiling in
this fields seldom his enough ciiih
'laid by to go up and mingle with
, the throngs.
1_ If the Nichols bill passes and
I the-money now frittered telt by
the state board is put into actual
• service for the farmers It is pos-
sible that future years will see
, greater profits from farm work
and enable more of us to journey
, 'round to state fairs and similar
I functions.-
; If sufficient pressure is applied
to the legislature, the Nichols
wrangling. the -two-
prolmate-.----kfter m Ile b`
propositions „farmers in Kentucky-to prosLide
fl-riffIly were diiided. . ss4t hat- pressuff-sTtre -TA-nice-fir --ofI the Purchase are as much coneMake Your Own Healing- Remedy at , cerned as any others. _ome.,. I Get behind youe representa-
Buy a 50c bottle of Farris Heal- Ii.tiefi  and yellf 'Senator. _TelLihe
ing -Remedy, add to it's pint of , you want the Nichols bill passed.
linseed oil to make a healing oil, They will not let the demand go
or add vaseline to make an oint- unheeded.-Paducah Sun.made his own shoes out of self rnent. You will then have six-I
tanned sisidees_Iiiresh_ed_wheattteen_ounces of the healing reme-1 A MURRAY INTERVIEW.with an old fashioned flail and dy for harness and saddle gall, !I - • _picked the seed from cotton by I barbed wire cuts, scratches, or I
band. He considered himself any hurt or sore where the akin Mr. Elm Tells His Experience.
lucky to get 17 months of school. is broken. Postivele guaranteed I The following brief account of
In another story that the Amen- the best made. Make it at home. ' an interview with a Murry mancan Magazine printed about Mr. By so doing you have ts.es worth • over three years ago, aridits sesBurns of the mountains it called for Zfic.-Sexton Bros. i quel, will be read with keen in-attention to the fact that the; --s---- terest by every citizen.
_ 
College n, Business.charter of his college was sign- J. A. Ellison, Murray, says:
Wialthiest Enlisted Man in United T. L. L. .1_It nal wen the custom 01 OwServices Retires After Thirty
Years In Corps. Southern Woman's Magazine for
some time to conduct annually a
series of vacation tours for their
representative.. This is a some
what neve' plan as it does not
have any contest feature, but is
a definite offer.
This year there will be con-i
, ducted two tours, a western and ,
.4,an eastern. The eastern tour em-
;braces Philadelphia, Washing.
ton, Atlantic City, Niagara, To-I
ronto, Canada: great lakes, the-
- thousand islands, Montreal, Al-
bany; daylight trip down the
Hudson river to New York City,.
spending three days there, our;
party will go to sea over the Old!
Domion line to Norfolk, up the
\ James river to Richmond, re-
turning by way of Chattanooga.
The western trip will embrace
Salt Lake City, four days tour
of the magnificent Yellowstone
Park, Royal Gorge, Denver, Cole
orado Springs, Cripple Creek,
returning via Chicago.
These tours are given and all
expenses paid by the magazine.
company. Full tiarticulars of'
either tour will be sent upon re-
quest by the Southern Woman's
Nagaztne, Nashville, Tenn.
Sergeant Major Deaver.
the first fourteen pars with the ma-
t-Mori. and when he- was transferred
o e • pr. tete
city...would one day ita_th.a.nietroasof.,a-
iiimAjle-Tsted".17ist sv‘av'irptghs7tv:S-eatttil-e lirviatilty-
whon values were low, lie sold his
.holdings several times and reinvested_
The ireless Cooker far Everyday Use.
The bete noir of every woman ,
who dres not keep a maid is the
cooking of a large family dinner
on Sunday. If she is to prepare
a meal in the regulation way she
cannot go to church, but the wo-
man with a fireless cooker in her
i tate n 
still hie big family about the
trianes-table,
woman puts her meat in one
compartment, her two or three
opportunely until bis wealth passed vegetables in another, and her
-
the six figure mark. , . .
Ttia. wealtliteateatieted- rawer -resides- - — - --i-- -- - - -
' custard or best ping in a he torai alplieations, as they  co..-
with his wife and young son in their not reach the diseased portion of tiel------I fir salia 18 prepared
street. overlooking the waters of .Puget ice, and she goes serenely off to 
deafness, and that is 'by constita-
There is only one way to curebeautiful home at 4226 South And early in theinorning and put on ear'
Sound. thine' remedies. Deafness is ettUrieei, h hcurc.. by an inflamed condition of the ma-
7-6301(1U.GIALS
ecti/
//
"Lone Star"
A new. all steel, electric
lighted train fromblem-
phis to Texas via
Cotton Belt
Route
Leaves Memphis 9.30pm.
Arrives Dal las I 1:15 a.rn.
Ai rives Ft.Worth 12:50isoon
The onfy solid trains
between
Meniphis and Testis
Sot ortBelt Rou tealt he way
-no change of cars. no miss-
ing connection,. Morninig
train leaves Memphis at 9:40
am. Trains from the South-
east Connect at Memphis.
Low Fares
Winter Tourist Fares daily
to many point, in TM'S.
Louisiana and New Mexico;
stopovers and limit of May
31.1916. All Year Tduriet
Fares daily to certain Tease
points,90claylimitstopovers.
Send for illustrated book.
lets, and get information
about low fares
from your town.
L. C. BortY.
Tra., Paaa'r Alma
- Te44
Lou...ilia, K.
MARINE WINS BIG FORTUNE Free Vacation Tours.
Seattle, Wash - Sergeant Major
Janivii Deaver. United States marine
corps, wealthiest eat-hued Mali in the
united services. was retired here re-
:putty after thirty years continuous
serviee with Uncle Sam'. sea soldiers,
possessing real estate, stocks, bonds.
mortgagee, and personal property
valued at more thin one hundred
sand dollar..s
-Deaser- bad ern capital when he an
tired the marine corps In 1855 and
has been dependent entirely on his
pay as an enlisted man and Ms own
effortit In the accamulation of wealth.
lie will continue to draw from the
aoveritattent whom reit -nrontn-rettred
pay for so long an he may live:- , 
ity eermorny Denver Thltellittedt
to save several thousand dollars in
ii
Woman's College in London Give% a
Special Course for Woman
War Workers.
Lottdon. - Cookery lessons in a
trench_ dug in the grounds of the new
King's College for Women leniver-
sity of London, at Camplen Hint is
among the features of a special course
on camp cookery inaugurated at the
college recently and, open to nonstu-
av% ay  or lac o room. would ter  under the Doan s Kidney Pills, from Dale Military hospitals.
.. Is now permitted in the
In spite of its poverty arid limit- firmer discipline of business. & Stubblefield's drug store made cookery 
veracutirseael wiourk in th 
be 
e e camp
rtaken-ed faeilitieeit has alreed_yetlimisiThosesfond_parents who are de_ ffresfeel like a different man and our of whenever possible andnated in its section of the coun-ltermined to force their sons ill the symptoms of the trouble will include the building and making,try the feudism of a hundred through, at whatever cost, often of outside tires. ovens: etc.. improv-
ing of camp cookery implements. theand fifty years, aed-given the do the boys a doubtful service. I OVER THREE YEARS LATER jointing of meat. etc. Attention willmountaineers the - '.k•fierewithal ' • "If, after a year of college, a ' Mr. Ellison said: "I have had no therefore be directed to cooking into meet the change.' conditions boy still feels a strong antipathy
of advancing civilisation. - to college work and a desire to
'enter business immediately, it isBuyers read the Ledger ads,
 — often wise to let him drop out
and have a year of business ex-
, srience. At the end of the year
1
 jet him have the advice of his
•
s...
21113*case he es in a far better pleie is. who recommended William on a- train entering Green Day,-
For croup or sore throat, use
-tidn-to know the 'facts ansi make Dingus Prestonburg. for the MOST VENERABLE FIR *TREE Dr., Thomas' Electric Oil. Two
his decision-. Anyone who reads' position. Mr. Howes has been
sizes, :2-ic and :es.. at all drug
- biogrephs-• 'must he impressed acting as assistant and keeping Found in Olympic National Forest ir—1 admit I was with the_general futility of at- the executive journal., but ,the Washington by Ranger-Mas stores.sion--ot firearms." RP"' for Tlic..* tempting to force a young man'a secretary of state would sot au-'-•13at.tt's Only a joke of ?""r 1'1 1.350 Rings. 
•. _-swam youyseyr-.4afE -_-« tasuresCeottereeree hie etrongspre- thoriee Mr. Ildwea to sign his -ssaine
ed by fifteen men, twelve of ; "1 suffered for a long time from- tease-es- - -- --_.___.__   whoni had-keinaleitheii• niaik-T-"FOur- years of college does a a lame back and often was hard- . 
This l course one which 
housekeepingtwelve big, full grown, fine un- lot for some mete" says a sue- ly able to stoop. The trouble ' 
i7elnytarty 
Wartime" will. it 
"Economicis nmughtbe
hyphenated.Americans. cessful business man in March, was worse when I got up in the specially useful to woman war work-This college  with no  1113*v has Woman's Home Companion, "ot- morning: In fact, I was often 
-
ers. 111 .1-11?Ir of 
the
 fact that ill* ern-standing mom only ands turns here simply waste the years and hardly able to get out of bed. ru-le'ileinr1Piens‘ etc. i
as conks. porter'.
•hundredsf k f • l be bet off '
Corns Come Off
Like Banana Pee employers and other successful
business men whom he knows,'Wonderftl. Simp:e "Gets-It'; -Weer It may be that the year will haveitails to Emu vt saryforn- Essay;
einvinced.him of the value of*.W.:u1,ir.'t .: ..r :, : .7 II.-
_been Rolm:: .0,-. : — i'• : '-%•'h •'',.'
"'deoper.tte coin 0.,:., r :e.. .1. • , '!r.• - --:.
• to• get rid or tr..-tn" a..tr, - •••• • : •t: it
a
tio.
the
the cubic .
Se rv
mere-education': the meri. be ta'ks Hewes Reappointed.
with may be able- :to thoW. him -
t three additional college - Frankfort. Feb, 1L-Charles,s
Town. 
Ballet:Mil &. Son, Cherry, Ky.pub Ii c 1 y recommended. , Fos-i
Field seeds, hardwaresea n dter-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, 
Marinette. Wis -A dream that her '..
N. Y. t death in an orphanage at Green Bay
-three small sisters were burning to
ranges sold by Bucy ro's. ,-13 ---.-
:, is believed by phygicians -to have .
Farm Loans. 
. :
, ! caused the wandorin..A ref Nlarfiellehan. .
• i eighteen-year-old mi .--,, who rstuniet Sive year's trifle with renal LI bore whtle potiee in--notthern Wi-seen- - - - -. . - — - — — , --.."... .•
scars win more Thith-pay..1%-ar-lis I oessesaopointed during theC-Seseselves in the rapidity- of-his, term of C. F, erecelias, as assist-7-tee;iness progress. On the oth- ant secretary of state by reap-es' I he _end of the year may - point ment of James P. Lewis.=-74114-hitreertere-vager than ever on approval of Goy. Stanley.tst continua at werk. , In either Since the induction of Mr. Lew-s
large quantities. stewing. soup mak-occasion to use any kidney medi-• ing. bread making and the making ofcine since Doan's Kidney Pills boik-d puddings.
cured me."
Price 50c at all dealers. Don't! TOOK TRAIN IN HER SLEEP Don't get excited and turn themsimply ask for a kidney remedy' loose, as we will be in the mar---get Dean's Kidney Pills-the 
Wisconsin Girl Dreamed Sisters Were
Burning to Death in Another ket good and strong. - W. L. \same that Mr. Ellison has twice!
A
_ .111 the_ preparation--of-eereakesesee tinitt-gofitte-TE-ttstachit10CTRbe.
the -tireless has been, arevelreson,sew hen the tune Isinflomediou have
The reason why few wives and' rumbline strind orTmperfeet hear-
mothers serve the old-fashioned 
ing, and when it is entirely chisel •
hominy as a breakfast cereal is 
in,flitaninassuis a result. and unless tiA-
on can be taken out a:
that it takes too long to cook, ti-.i.8 tube restored to the normal cc-:.-
yet most men and the:-average- dition, hearing will be destroyed f..
child revel in it as a change from eid of ten areever; nine casescaused by atarrh. which is nothiroatmeal every day. Coarse horn. but an inflamed condition of the
mucus anrfaces.
We will-give One Hundred -.l-
iars for any case of deafness icons- I
by catarrh that cannot be eared hy
Hall's catarrh cure. Send for ci:-
iny cooked by this method and
served with butter and dark-
brown sugar is a treat to mot
children. Try cooking cereals in
your fireless and you will never
cook them any other way:-Quot-
ed from Pictorial Review for
March, 1916.
To feel strong, have good
petite and digestion, sleep sound-
ly and enjoy life, use Burdock
Blood Bitters, the family system
tonic. Price $1.00._
Hens' Hensn
a•P-
Deafness Can3ot be Cured.
cular, free.
F. T. ClitNENT & Wale,' O.
Sold by all druggist. The.
Take Hall's Family Pills for e.
t • t' .
Notice. have boteat t h e
Parks mill and it will be run
each Tuesday., Thursday and Sat-
urday.-.C. R. Broach.
I 1 egt., AL n torsin gikt Nlichican_wc.re searching tor_ 
her. , more than bait the valise of larrets
• ' could - not rest- Tuesday -eight,"
said the girl. ' saw sisters dying
in the flames. Tlicy called to me and
1 dreamed that. L  -was ahotiLjo -
them. The ifext thing t . 'knew- -was,
when 1 heard Someone call 'Green
Pay.' -Then- I awoke' and found Myself
. IN ash - teat is 1tnlitsvedtrate. 3! ,dilections "
Wy. I put two pistols Iniins- - We Dbn't Want All The Seed Business In This Countwhen got nut to a trtondty Pala 4.11;c hole Bil;. t 
this morning... however. appoint.• national forest rithe"r
Then I start talking of .icroplanes. l ed Mr. Howes assistant until
' Then I say .my life was once saved
I
name. The secretary of state Ittt the oldest fir tree in the Olympic
It a report fro the tnrest bureau.
egroaping pf forces for and March 15. or until his successor 
Teo tree has 1,374 rings of growth,
one ring for each 'Year. which would
. tie the Ni 1e bill, at is appointed and approv I I
e,  , make thi% bir stiti. sell over a thou. .• . _,. indiCitieS a bitter 
sand 'veers Ohl
by parachutpc:' . 
And then 1 pull out the pistol. arta' nvf ,if .0;..it
• u,sr....
measure which 
the governor... , - • Tiii. oa.-tit reeleil fir up to thls
stay, 'Pair o' *boots.' lla. ha' Seer 17t."'` ̀̀ •'•-• 
• For s tie,_76inyzie.comb brnrs. recor4 .brtaker had. ;to. animal rInis
Nk : shington end Orelion is Oft the in '"Yes. I See. Did you, Make up that ital.. of nue ffhlit -the *tate Legpoin eSsse.. SS': peeSses eses co: , ,.- oss '...(goldf--.••f,'i 1,2 t•' ,,‘rtIr 'i,...,1;eiljoke yourself'' .
Watch this paper for our high
prices on hens about the 25th.
Na loan -for-lees than 6750.- H.
E. and M. D. Holton, Agents.'
For Sale.--2.etet4_JerieS' BIM
cows. Sammie Downs, 2 miles
east of Murray.
Tes._MY' "'" •-"Toe gwarre-..bard . labor .l_s:.,•_-•,1„.esultia-
Tit•Bitg.
PeTeity not a timber. but the per
It is bard lOber, juot tLe Sims.
F ..•••• -
. 
.
,
ty. I. thn
',nee nu itoutraa "11" Nur, ' lr t)y„: mvt..
VT_ ' .
.._,Ikracy sea _ J... • _ _ • 19_11EVIR.FIRST PR IZILELiAltn:11;PIS,:, mut,.
.sIan,04is A•410.,4*--I'v 10 Cl " 1847:1rtzl)ery •is 
itti•kne. ' f• 4 :LW • -t ' /1"•"r- ' I__ •
6 rricuit, The Gorman
have teen terzetd back rel. _ •
Silver of Quality
Rely on your own
jut4Truent as to pat-
tern, but remember
dorability is the most
important feature.
1847
ROCiF_RS BROS.
is the name stamped onthe backer speotts,rferks
rildfaneyseryii..zpieces
' of prcrrzn
•'Silrer T1.11;
th.st 14'ear ",s•
V140 totittude ter rtmies: in the many
‘t1111$4
Snliitirteseingd,-ate.rt
rterrwitere. Send for
Catalogue
4.
u.susisor sae tc..
ersat Cur.
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Gmernment Experts say that only about 10 of the farmers payparticular attention to the QUALITY of their fieldiseetie.
ea That's the 10 that %au-ant, anti we haw the seed that METweal- •
GOLD MEDAL SEEDS • .
• The Sur* 1;rowing Kind- •
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BABY WEEK" WILL BE FITTINGLY raTbdhlei issah vetadai 
tabulation 
aucblealnetri obunys lairsebtuular nt isoeni.alri ye. IENTucKIAN 96
OBSERVED By
 MURRAY
 WOMENlicimhubill,:irctetanon,:tft obsutrtuehdaeyu .swt uh dAi ci emhsot nhogef itahwe FATHER
directs the bureau to undertake
In keeping with the nation- 'representing every state, 
are are infant'i mortality, the birth
Wide peogram Ter the observance-tram-ling for Baby week, -so that erates 
_orphanage and desertions
of "baby week." March 441, i for seven days the steeds of the i 
all requiring information as to
ss
the various women's clubs of the babies may be so presented that 
'family structuro For 1890, 1900
city will make a special endeav- all parents in those communities 
and 1910 this information was
or to carry cut one of the most
interesting weeks ever observed
• by the citizens of this place.
-
Whites-klieg, Ky., Feb. 21.-
There is not a more remarkable
man in Kentucky today than
"Uncle Bob" Bates, fai, who re-
sides in a log cabin c 1 the head-
will learn a little better how to
secured. but the material has not  
care for their babies and all the 
waters of Rockhouse creek, Let-
been tabulated because there has cher county, ten miles from this
citizens will realize that they 
i been thus far no public demand place.
ren's bureau is persuing i in- second, eight, and to the -third
izing that the future -has shut that the general federation of;'quiry into the relation of babies' and present wjfe,-- severi-T Hie
out for them the prattle and twomens clubs has undentaken toedeathe-to-wages and social con,.
laughter and anxiety of the wee promote this nation-wid-e-a-or- 
-first two wives died. I 'ditiens, believing "that the in-
will prove increesin
gly;wiAfef,ter the death of his second
he decided.Acezemain sin-little tot. still it will
 be worth vance. State health officials and
e. while to attend these daily meet. national organizations interest- (lui-rY: valuable as a stimulus to more 
ings. Following is published the ed in public health and child 
gle, but"single blessedness"was
program for each day: welfare have taken up the 
plantprotection o the youngest and too much for him and he at once
iterelerest lives throughout the .
Arts and Crafts Club, Satur- and in various ways are giving 
set about to marry. His third
day.-An exhibit of baby cloth- it not only their sanction but 
choice " was a pretty youg woman
Such practical results have al-, of 18, whom he married in his
ins accessories, foods and ba their active co-operation.. The
bies at the court house. This extension divisions of the state 
ready followed the inquiry in eightysfourth year.
two. communities. as the securing Early in life-Thiele Bob" de-
will be both interesting and in- lunieersities have promised spec--
lb
The daily program is one of more have a special obligation tesafe-1
, for it such as secures, for exam-1 "Uncle Bob" boasts of having
than ordinary interest and those guard the conditions 
I surround- bo
, 
ple. the comprehensive informa- latelY become the father of a y
who are fortunate enough to be ing babies. 
tion regarding manufactures fur- baby--the twenty-fourth that
present at each of the entertain- i The Baby week' idea, 
acordss:Palled by the bureau of the cen- has.come to !Ass the .family cir-
117 m 
sus every five years. 
ents during the week will be ing to the children's Bureau, or- 
But neither cle-and he is receiving congrat-
two the census bureau nor the chile tilainn"ni_it legion  irien
4- -amply raid for the trouble. The iginated_lo Chicago about 1 srreau has funds to make
baby question has always been a years ago. Then New York heti 
(-II'nitbu over the state:Tie has been mar-
e ta u anon that would render ing list, and the attention of eve -
_paramount one, and while num- a baby week, and also St. Lo
uisri d three . times, according to blooded Italian bees
this body_othuman facts availa- este subeeriber is directed to the
:erous Murray citizens are Titoo-land-other 'SuCh practical
far gone" to Worry further, real- benefit has in each case resulted 
ble fel. use. Meanwhile the chil- nine children were born: to the e
the records,- T 
one night last wek and was a change. On-the labe
l on which
o the firsa union - -The robbery was committed
'nervy thing to do as bees are not your name appears also 
appears
very: sociable with strangerseisthe date-of -expiration of your
But the thieves evidently made !subscription. This comes to VOL
. 
'away with the stand with great each week as a reminder of your
credit to their ability and Attor-alexpiration date and as a receipt
ney Gilbert is---eonducting s.
search for his hive and its con- for your mone
y. Thi revisiou
tents. He valued it at about $5. was a very expensive undertan-
ing but we are confident our pa-
trons -will appreciate it very
much. The entire list has bees,
checked from memorandum book,
day book, stubs of receipt- books
the subscription book and
house Tuesday of this week at- 1 S absolutely correct as the rec-
ted the usual crowd of- heee_e_- in- ord appears in our office.-In t -
terested growers and spectators. i future therccan neier arise ái 
• ,
Aliout 50,000 pounds of the weed question about any payments.;
It
e 
gram will consist of lullabies, ;parents a 'chance to learn the 
roblem 01 infant mortality in a-1  at it, and todaa he toasts of were -offered and sold, only 
a made on subscription, as you will
. Mother (oosse'sengs anti et paper- ac-captedeetrieci pals a infant . 
constructive fashion through two the fact of having earned and very few rejections being re-
:be reminded each week of the
•pampiets. •
on "The. Influence of Music on a care, and will awaken every 
entitrd, save:Pei; iriggra e raT-M177)4
,1rffifilifint atarThe 
which " t C cfd "I" an n an are,
raNeTWiTraciir--
Child's Life." At the school American to his responsibility 
Care more dollars each year of his to17.65 for leaf, and from $2.50 :a 
receipt for the money.
house. 3;30 p. m. for the deathof the 300,000 ba- 
are sent on request to mothers. life. He has dealt extensively to $3.25 for lugs. 
This system is used by ever)
- Civic League, Tuesday. Isles whoeeccording to the een-. 
in stock, eattle, sheep, hogs, has
fore they are twelve months old.. and blocked t
ogether vast tracts PARENTS IN ADVANCED YEARS 
).be attained. Leok at your label
Idue us we will appreciate art
of Practical suggestions for Ba-: Hopkinsyille, Ky., Feb. 19.-
 terested in politics, served dun- The laet week's issue of th
e' early payment. Next MondaY ie
by week campaigns, adapted to A leap year wedding took place ing the ci
vil war in the Confed- Benton-Tribune Democrat con-I f
ourth Monday and if your are
the verying needs of communi- here yesterday afternoon when. erate a
rmy as a colonel, was a tained_ the following remarkable
ibehind on your paper come in
• land have the figures'changed
Miss Sallie Eldora Brown, 17, !member of the Kentucky
 house netve item:
and James Herbert Twedell, 18, of representatives s
ixty s-ears "The stork visited the home !a year in 
advance. The "WS
both of Crofton, were married. ago-again thirty years 
ago and of Mr. Sylvester H. Edwards at!Reliable" has be
en mighty faith--
Before marrying the parties sig- was sheriff of Leteh
er county_,„ 2 a. m., -Feb. 15th, and broughtiful to you an
d don't-forget "one
ned an affidavit stating that Mr: He is today the owner of
 a splen.Thim neW-bOY• WYKT WU- mime-gued -turn-dese
rves another.'"
Twedell called upon Miss Brown did block of twelve
 or fifteen diately christened John Henry Watch the date 
on your label.
the night before and she offered thousand acres 
ot.somesscif _the Silvester. Mr. Edwards is an! 
 _
herself as a valentine and was b _ coal lands in Letcher 
and esreConfederate soldier past 75 !upon the members of other char-
promptly accepted. , Knox counties. H
e owns exten- years of age. Mrs. Anna Ed-I ches of Christ near Murray le,
The parents of the young cou-is.ive ank stock. to
wn lots, farm- wards (nee Adkins' is his third; assist us with their presence and
pie gave their consent and they! Mg-lands and an 
estimate of his -wife, while Mr. Edwards is her . help.
came here to shave the wedding4holdings putalt at near o
ne msecond  husband. She is 54 years1 Next Lerd's day the subjects-
He owns about forty hives and
has a big supply of honey -every
year. -Paducah Sun.
- -
About WON Pousds Sold.
to
structive. _ lel assistance in interestir 4--Fa4a
44swelfareessaul7", .ir' veloped a spirit ef-thri
.  ._
teen-eweeee,,i,e_ _ pupa& jiroving the milk supply, and •
Baby' Sunday.-The _bureau at heir ;fig -
economy, and though yet a young
Vilaihrn-gtimilliiifea all ministers . communities. , 
- ,rousing community interest in mare-had saved  -UP thousands
- kiedred activities
to preach appropriate sermons. i The children's bureau- believes ' 
dollars. something, unusual for
The bureau also approaches the
Music Club, Monday. - Pro- that Baby week will give more ' 
that day. He kept everylasting-
id -'13- TB  T et sue estirifates die  ear be- LEP YEAR BRIDE GETS MULE bought produce tilled the soil MARSHALL COUPLE BECOME
large publication in the world
land is as near perfection as can
eno s, r. . . House. e , every Y 
-- -1
i been in feeble health for severali-
manths, and had been confleedls-
to her bed for the past six weeks.
-Mrs. Thomas was a Miss Dunn
before-ker marriage to Rufus K.
Thomas, who died teenty-five
years ago. She was married in
Marshall county, but came to -
Trigg soon afterwards where she '-
since lived.--Oadiz Record.
Gilbettresits ef Bees.
----Alin&
Dr. Hujh MeElrath. Eyes, Dr.
W. G. Johnson. Contagious Dis-
eases of Children, Dr. W.- H.
Graves. Prenatal Influence, Dr.
B. B. Keys. Care of Mother and
Babe, Miss Hendrix. Twilight
Sleep, Dr. W. M. Mason. At the ties of different types. Copies
court house, 3:00 p. m. of this bulletin may be had free
The program for Wednesday from the children's bureau here.
will be announced next week. This bureau is conducting a
Mothers' Club, Thursday.- detailed inquiry into the social
Program will consist of the slays and economic causes of babies'
recommended by the Ladies' deaths. Its report shows that
Home Journal for this week. At the inquiry completed dur
ing the
the school house, 3:00 p. m. past year reveal all aver
age in-
Brother's and sister's day at fant death rate of 134 out of et--
the school. School er7 1,000 babi
es in a steel-mak-
ing and coal-mining town- as
All entertainments are free against sel out of every 1,0
00 in
except the one at the school a residential suburb. A
n even
house Friday night, of which the greater contrast is fou
nd be..
proceeds will go to the school. tween the moet congest
ed see-
The program Tuesday afternoon tion and the choicest
 residential
will be of scientific value to section in each of these t
wo corn-
women anly. All other days ey- munities.
eryone is urged to attend. These Commenting upon these find-
are for your benefit and instrue- ings the report says: "The more
tion. favorable the civic and family
'surroundings and the better the
Washington. Feb. 12.-"The; general conditions of life the
facts about American babies, the more dearly are they reflected
needs of American babies and in a lessened infant mertalitse"
America's responsibility to -her
babies will this year be known
as never before, because the first
----Week in March will be Baby
__week throughout the couritrv,"
said Mate Julia Lathronseehief of
.the children's bureau of the de-
partment of labor. .
Four hundred communities,
Attorney M. E. Gilbert, who-•
lives one mile from Paducah on NOTICE THE DATE
the Benton road, has just diecov-
ered that thieves have committ-
They stele a genuine bee hive oN Ion LABELed the limit in offense.
from Mr. Gilbert's farm and the
•
wurst part abotit is that the' 
_ _ —
The Ledger has _just complet.-leive_eontained his prize iiiieben
ed the rev kilo's enti re niai/-e and her royal family of full
Therefore the children's bureau ' AS A PRESENT FOR PROPOSING of Eastern Kentucky coal and ;an
d be reminded that if you are-
has prepared a special bulletin: timber lands. 
He has been in-
The report shows, however,
that no deductions can be made
concerning the relation between
the general Infant mortality rate
and induetrial e,mplonenent • of
wo:nen until the fa-cts ateeut the
solemnized and also to secure:lion dollars. 
- of age and this eight pound 13°Y for discussion at the mornihr
about $300 worth of goods which! So Popular 
was "Uncle Bob" is her first born." land evening services respective--
had been offered to any leap year that his frien
ds, sixty years ago, -----
couple marrying, the bride to nominated hi
m for the legisla- 
Cluwelt of Christ. 'of the New Testament the Mess-
make sworn affidavit that she ture by accl
amation. He was siah of the Old Testarrientrave?
popped the question. These pres- elected and af
terwards was often We desire to announce to our "Hereditary Depravity." Let ag-
ents included the license. cere- Prev
ailed upon to enter politics, friends and neighbors of Murray insist upon your hearing both
"I am shy of politics: have had and vicinity that Bro. M. Pul-mony, a mule, furniture. a tomb 
and especially the latter subece
has, of Lewisburg. Tenn., will. at the evening service. Meet
stone, bride's _bouquet, meat, enough,"
 he would reply.
flour, groceries, cigars, etc. The Thirty years 
later. however, , be with us again in a series of has been said upon this subect
mule was offered by Richard he acceded to 
the wishes of his!gospel meetings, beginning the in religious circles, and we de-
Leavell, who insisted that the friends and beca
me a candidate. !first Lord's day in March. A . sire that you hear us.-T. R..
wedding take place in his stable, , In that session he
 introduced the ' more goodly !ran le not the priy- Thompson; Minister.
and this was done, a crowd of bill and 
fought for the-creation ilege of the people of Murray to 
- --- -
_ Notice.--elehave_ bought t h-t:
several hundred people looking of a new county o
ut of parts of . hear. Hiss. acquaintance with 's - - -Parks mill and it will be r.al .
on, but the couple were not feaz•eLetcher a
nd-Floyd, and as a re-' the book, tegether with the sime - e Tueeday Thui-sday and Sat-
ed in the least, and even Posed . suit, K
nott counts was created. elty w;th which he -handles -eacn - '
, • being named- for Governor J. his subjects, combine in hire 
a urclaY- C• R- Broach:
for pictures_ te 
Both Parties. came from -prom. Proctor Knott., 
then duet. exec- man-oT rare-Mtsiuments. : Ile - ware an ...
inent fans-Wes off Craton, DO- 
utive, -white talking of '1.7rrele We'esoe'cially _wept to insist : rillieta sod .1.y Bucy Bros.
number and proportion of moth- bresidents 
of that section stand- Bob" he is frequently 
mentioned . _._ ____ _
era at work contained in the un- . ing hi
gher. The groom is a fare as the "Father of Knott
 county"Embargo on Tobacco Will Lower the
mer and the couple left in the until this day.
Hamlett Withdraws His Contest Suit the mule behind the buggy. t
afternoon for hitehome. leading Trigg Gusty Deaths. t Pkice Throughout The Distriet:
Mr. James A. Mitchell. one of Paducah, Kt., Feb. 21.-That
•
The bride was an unusually
Against Secretary of State Lewis. pretty girl. They will come back the leading citizens of Trigg co-:tobacco prices in this district
• :later with a 
wagon for their unty, died last Sunday night at , will suffer heavily frem the shut-
Fraakfort, Ky., Feb. 21.-The of my unfortunate domestic af• gifts. - 9:20 at his home near Trigg fur- ting off of England as consiiin- gland has YCar S STIPP:37 of the -
with 
efaf-e-Barkadale_Hamletttleasscand lack of financea-due to _ 
 _ ,
J. P. Lewis for the office of; my hard fight in both Thiene-eV' 
tiodc"1"47uurge 
aace,*.eightmiles we.st of_here- g market was the statement weed on hand," he C011tiOut-
secretary of state carnet° an end j and general election, and short- ,
of luxuties and turn the pocket-
books of English people towarif
the buying of necessities. "Fax-
Mrs. N. t. Freeman, Widow yesterday of a 
prominent tclbac-
bacco -for the time being at lease
"and she can afford _to bar to -
ing to embarrass my friends to terest in the lumber •business 
seedenleelast Sunday morning about sumes 
about a tenth of the West and stops certain portion of the
of Lindsey Freeman. died sud- eonist 
England each year con-
last night when Hamlett with-: age of funds since, and not Wish-'---C
-As.,--Hood having-sold his in-
drew his petition.
• 
Hamlett is ill, havirfiebeen on carry on the contest for the otfi- _his partners,
 and in order to set- '1:30 o'clock
 at the home. of her Kentucky crop and the 
curtail, flow
f urtherm orey dropping Am negri 
America.
mark -
• the verge of a nervous .break-Ce which I be
lieve I fairly and • the the indebtedness of the old 
daughter-in-law Mrs. Bert i e rnent of this market will seri
ous-
down for weeks- - He Aida ad us- aontstly won.
 and on aeeoune of firm, forces us to ask. that each 
Freeman, on the Roaring _Spring. ly effect the a
lready low priefs et ptiees will bring the wee6 • *., .
4' ‘‘ \ *ed that he could not stand the 
the hostaesoonditions. inside and ;and everyone owing us to Cottle 
.road, three mile! from. Cail-ii. being paid
. in.this district.
With rtsentni lo England's rea-; a large ntimber
hitherte tmhea
Strain mud) lengen or el ae he outside of me-Patte. and loy
alty in 'and settle their accounts - and Mrs. 
Avy Thomas, eme Of the
4 would htscome a nervous wreck,- to my fainile liiet and party nextaotes with
 us. - Your riromPt At- , oldest and most ..hsigh
ly respect-*Pon for Plit'ing 'an 
embargo on :13' will reew:Ttereke
.iiT
4_ Hamlett wt_11 take a renis and la- and for she sake of iertes hers tenssen to thia _w- IlLbe %/Tree sat -* ed 
ladies et the tebentYs died last 
Atherica_n toll:ice-Is the.seme deal: ; polio, I.
. 1 ter talc/A.4_0e Tractive att law,: - es-Thaer stann , • . -- - i-, 
• - '
er stated 'that th. rtes. ( was 
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COULD NOT tRIISSIANS PRESS ON GERMANY MUST WARN SHIP
S
LIE ON SIDE
80IRT1111K FLANKS
Asa Rad to Sleep with Head
High on Pillow, on Account of
Suffering. Says Cardui
Made Her Well.
Laurel, Miss.-Mrs. Martha A ('or
bin, It. F. D. 4, of this place, writes
''t am glad ta write this letter and you
are welcome to use' . in any way
you choose.
"I have had a soreness ta my side so
that I could not lie on at J sleep." The
bark of lityshatarl hart me a great deal
too, so that I had to lie with my head
high on the pillow. Once • month I
would have a great deal of back-
ache .. Then I would suffer from
Matinees, which would be so bad I
could hardly sit up and wciald have a
very queer feeling in my head. The
neighbors all advised me to have a
doctor, but I had heard a great deal of
Cardul and decided to take that. I
swelled a great deal too . When
that first began on me I would want to
stretch and when 1 would stretch, the
pain would run to my hips and shoul-
ders.
"But I began to take Cardui, and be-
fore I had taken a half bottle I began
to feel better and the swelling began
to go down. The pain began to dimin-
ish and by the time I had taken two
bottles I felt well enough to quit tak-
ing it. . . I think It is the grandest
medicine that women can use."
• Take Cardui. For sale by all drug-
gists.
New Arsenal for Greek Navy.
Much of the preliminary work has
been done on the proposed new arsenal
for the Greek navy, which is to replace
the present arsenal at Salamis. The
cost of the new establishment is esti-
mated at $14,000,000. The work is be-
ing carried out under the direction of
British engineers.
TAKE A GLASS OF SALTS
WHEN BLADDER 7BOTHE
Harmless to Flush Kidneys and Neu-
tralize irritating Acide-Splendid
for the System.
KtefneAnd Bladder weakness reettft
from uric acid, says a noted authority.
The kidneys filter this acid from the
blood and pass it on to the bladder.
where it often remains to irritate and
Inflame, causing a burning, scalding
sensation, or setting up an irritation
at the neck of the bladder, obliging
you to seek relief two or three times
during the night. The sufferer is in
constant dread, the water passes
sometimes with a scalding sensation
and is very profese; again, there is
elifflculty he avoiding it.
Bladder weakness, most folks call
it. because they can't control urina-
tion. While it is extremely annoying
gad sometimes very painful, this Is
really one of the most simple ailments
to overcome. Crt about four ounces
of Jad Salts from your pharmacist and
take a tablespoonful in a glass of
water before breakfast, continue this
for two or three days. This will neu-
tralize the acids In the urine so it no
DRIVEN FROM ONE POSITION SUL,
TAN'S SOLDIERS MAY BE
SURROUNDED.
RUSSIAN FLEET HELPING
Czar's Forces Play  Trick at itreerum
and Capture Entire Diyialem,
Close To ins Bagday
Railway.
.Petrograd -The flu-miens are press-
ing on both flanks the advantage gain-
ed at Ersenan. On the right, along
the attack Sea coast, by the co-opera•
tiun of the sea and land forces, they
are driving the Turks from one posi-
tion after another to the east of Tre-
laza-end, and .active operatloms against
that important seaport ard expected
soon.
On the left flank, after the occupa
lion of Kopli, the Russians pushed on
to Mush and Achiat, the latter on the
north shore of Lake Van. From Koph
to Mash. 69 miles over mountain roads,
they fought several battles and occu-
pied Mush by storm.
The Turk" fled southward to air-
bakr. the- next atbljective point of the
Russian army. Once In possession of
Diarbekr it is only a day's March to
the Bagdad Railway, the last remain-
ing communication into Syria.
The rapid Russian offensive be-
yond Erzerurn, it is believed, makes it
probable that the retreat of the Turk-
ish corps operating along the Black
Sea coast, and of those troops which
were active lb the Mush district be.
fore the Russian ocrupation, will be
entirely cut, off and that the main
surro n
This-fate already has overtaken the
-ThltilJafourth division ea thE Teat
Corps, which was ordered from Olti
to Erzerum before the fall of the for-
treas.
As telephonic communication. be-
tween this group of the Turkish frames
and the 'gird "seliairEffeettMaillfrlitten
entirely destroyed by the Russians,
the Thirty-fourth division marched
serenely on to Erzerum without sus-
picion that the fortress was then
about to surrender.
- These troops reached Erzerunt from
the northwest at- tbe Very
that the Deve-Bolna line of forts :fell
into Ansel:an hands -end the art-ay
which they had -passed was instantly
occupied by Russian cavalry and. as
they were (•ompletely surrounded.
there was no alternative but to sur-
render with guns, equipment and ar.
U. S. Will Hold That Merchintmen
Can Carry Defense Guns-Luse
tania Case Is Held Up._
WastIngto1L-The United States in
its sebniartas controversy with Ger-
tuany will accept nothing short of a
full and complete agreement covering
all the points fur which it has con-
tended as to assurances that the war-
fare In the future will be conducted
In accordance with the established
principles of international law.
In announcing that fact Secretary
Lansing let It be known that the state
Department considers Germany's dec.
laration of Its intention to sink without
warning. after Feb. eit. all armed mer-
chaut ships of the entente. allies to be
Inconsistent with the assurances are
itiken. although the communication in
so far as it relates to the Lusitania It-
self is acceptable.
State department officials also con-
sider that the Austro Hungarian mem•
orandum regarding armed fillips is not
In accord with the assurances given
by that government in the negotiations
over the sitiking of the Ancona. Con-
sequently final settlement of the An'
cons, .case_peobabla will be withheld
until- Austria gives 
_ 
aisitrancee
to those now requested from Germany.
The views of the United Stites were
explained by Secretary Lansing te
Count -von iternstorff, the German am-
bassador. The ambassador was in-
formed that the United States desires
the German declaration regarding
armed merchant ships to be modified.
It - Wag- stated' emphatically in Tette
tonic diplomatic circles that the Berlin
foreign office would not Modify_ GM
declaration of intention to sink armed
ships or inform the United States the
previous assurances still were binding
unless Great Britain should give as-
surances of sonic kind that a subma-
rine which warns a British steamship,
armed for defensive purposes, would
not be tired upon.
RUSSIANS TAKE ERZERUM
SENATE RATIFIES
NICARAGUA TREATY
UNtTD ILTATIIIS WILL SECURE A
IIONZAN OPTION  ON  oTHin
CANAL ROUT,.
NAVAL BASE IS INCLUDED
Report Thet Germany' Was Negotiat-
ing FOP Canal Routs Brings Votes
Poe Ratification-Willi Cost
U. S. $3,000,000.
Washington. The senate, by • vote
of te5 to le, has ratified the long-pend-
ing and persistently opposed Nicara-
guan treaty whereby the United States
would acquire a 99-year option on the
Nicaraguan canal route and a naval
base in the-gulf of Fonseca for 53,000,-
Veti.
included In the ratificatton resolu-
tion was a provision duclaring that the
United States in obtaining the naval
naval base does not eitend to violate
any existing rights in the Fonseca gulf
of Costa Sties. Honduras and _Salva-
dor,' which had protested against the
proposed acquirement.
Five Democratic senators voted
again-it-the tastily. They were Mahe.
bebriain, Martine, Clarke of Arkansas
Thenrus and a'ardarnair:- --Republicans-
who voted against ratification were
Borah, Clapp. Cummins, Grannie Jpnes,
Kenyon, LaFollette, Nictaamber, Nel-
son. Norris, Smith of Michigan, Smoot
and Warren. Fifteen Republican sen-
ators joined the administration forces
In support of the treaty. They were
Brandegee, Colt, Dillingham, Dupont,
Fall, Gallinger, Harding. [apple Lodge,
McLean, Page, Poindexter, Sutherland,
Wadsworth and Weeks.
atnamatitarety- sttrr hc- 1c-iia
acted Senator Chammorro, the Nica-
raguan minister, eaj4. he would at once
communicate with his government.
and that he expected ratification of
the convention by his government
would soon follow and exchanges made
to put the treaty in force.
ftertng aim-long atebeteetieselaratio
were made in the senate that Germany
had offered Nicaragua more than had
the United States for the canal route
option and is said to have been used
as an argument for ratification.
59 WERE KILLEDIN-.XICO
GERMAN SPY IS CAPTURED
Ignatius Lincoln, Former Member of
Parliament, Is Again Taken By
the New York Police.
I e.-110
Given Up After a Hard Fight.
Imperils Turks.
—
--
-London.-Led by Grand Dulte.Nichl
°lac the Russian army of the Caucasus
has captured the great Turkish fortress
of Erzerum, In Eastern Asia Minor.
-Teltat-follawing stateMeAt hat
been given out in -Petrograd:
'Grand Duke Nicholas has tele-
graphed to the emperor as follows:
"'God has granted to the brave
troops of the army .of the Caucasus
such great help that Erzeruin•has be
affe4; five-days Of Orr; &dent
assaults.
am.-4nexpreliaibly happy to an
flounce tails victory to your imperial
majesty.' 
Thousands of Turks were taken pris-
oner when the fortress fell, and great
stores of munitions and supplies fell
Into the hands of the victorious troops,
it is believed. The blow Is the most
serious yet struck at Turkey. Early
relief of the British forces operating
In Mesopotamia, including the beleag-
ured garrison at Kut-et-Amara, is pre-
dicted.
The fall of Erzerum is expected to
open the way for a huge advance by
the Russians through Eastern Armenia
in the spring. Constantinople iteelf
might be imperiled. By this contem-
plated drive the Russ-tank-At-4s- said;
hope to bring Turkey to her knees.
he Itusetan campaign was
alleled in military history. The ad-
vance was pressed acrsa a bleak awl--
tugged couhtry.- over mountains and
through narrow defiles in Arctic cold.
Russian official reports state that at
places .-the soldiers fought their ad-
vance through snow 15 feet deep.
Erzerum. a city of 40.000, is about
CO miles west of the Russian frontier.
It is surrounded by a stone wall -built
by the Turke three centuries ago. On
the eastern side a higa mountain ridge
outside the wall proteets the city from
attack from the Russian Caucasus
longer is a source of irritation to the New York.-Ignatius T. T. Lincoln.
bladder and urinary organs which then former member of the British parlia-
act normally again. ment and self-confessed German spy,
  Jett Salts is ineattensive, haetalaao• who escaped on Jan. 15 from the cus-
And Is made from tlie acid of grapes tody of alUnited- States deputy mar-
illad lemon juice, cotobined with !MOIL shal alter his arrest -here on A-tiTg.-4,
and is used by thousands of folks who litlas at the instigation of- the British
are subject to urinary disorders caused
by uric acid irritation. Jad Salts is
splendid for kidneys anti causes no
had effects whatever.
Here you have a pleasant. efferces-
cent lithia-water drink, which quickly
relieves bladder trouble.-Adv.
Exchanging Views.
First Boy-My paw says he's sick,
over paying his income tax.
Second Boy (proudly 1-Well. he
ought to be like my paw. He says he
doesn't have to pay any -Judge.
OAS, DYSPEPSIA
"Pape's Diapepsin" settles sour,
gassy stomachs in five
minutes—Time it!
You don't eraat a slow remedy when
your stomach Is bad-or an uncertain
one-or a harmful one-your stomach
Is too valuable: You mustn't injure it.
Pipe's Dlipepatia is noted for its
speed In Laving relief; Its barmiese-
noes; its certain unfailing action in
regulating sick, sour. gassy stomachs.
Its millions of cures in Indigestion.
dyspepsia, estritia and other stomach
trouble has made it famous the world
over. -----
Keep this perfect stomach doctor In
your borne-keep it handy-get alert,
fifty-cent ease from any dealer and
then If anyone should eat something
which doesn't agree with them; if
what they eat lase like lead, ferments
and sours and forms gas; causes head-
ache, dizziness and nausea; eructa-
tions of acid and undigested food-
remember as soon as Pipe's plaiilltisin
comes in contact with the stomach all
such distress vanishes Its prompt-
ness, certainty and ease in oversewing
the worst stomach Atirririters its ewe*
lation to those who tisk. It -Ads. '
Cement% poet .bases to give longer,
life to worn out fonee Post. havalree•
-11IIMented by a New' Tork inventor.
government. has been rearrested aere
again In front of a Broadway meta-
rant. He was taken to the offices of
the department of justice, where he
was questioned behind closed doom
for more than two hours. Later he
was removed to the Itaymend street
jail in Brooklyn. where he had former-
ly been a prisoner.
Lincoln declared his capture was
due to the fact that the people of a
lodging house *here he had engaged
quarters learned his identity and at,
tempted to extort $2.7.0 from him in
return for the surrender of his bag-
gage. He declined to make a state-
ment to newspaper men, but mstearted
to the officers _who questioned him
that he would have 'lain away if the
United Slated government, which was
aware of attempts of the British gov-
ernment to persectite- SUL ta4-treat-
•
BUILDING COLLAPSES; DEAD.
Melia. Tex.-Nine persons killed,
several seriously Injured and property
loss estimated at $.75.01,10 resulted from
the collapse of the old opera house
and a resulting gas explosion here
Police stated that every person In the
building at the time of the aollapse
had been *crenated for.
There were about 30 persons' in'the
opera building, which wite an old struc-
ture, whea the roof suddenly caved
In. An explosion, presumably caused
by natural gas. Immediately followed,
setting fire to the rules.
Say British Lost.
British have made a
new attempt to retake the position
south at V pr. Belgium. recently- Cap-
tured hr the Germans, but were beaten
off alta heavy, losses, it was ofti-cially
announced here.
Witateresse
Bleb mond, V 'intne-- reisotut
romatitUm A.Wwpildum oft-ioNalst
auffregc has been rejected b the Vir-
ginia house of delegateg, a2 to 49.
BERLIN STANDS PAT:
_WILI Not Postpone Date of Executing
- 
New Submarine Policy.
Berlin.-- The newspapers here pub-
"1-eh a New York dispatch which says
that the- torpedoing of armed mer-
chantmen under Germany's recent
 memorandum, witch was to become ef-
lective Feb. :9. has .been postponed
until April.
The-foreign office says that no-such
order has been given and that It is
_ nnable to explain the dispatcb-el_Ceita
on the conjecture that the American
government is asking delay. No re-
quest for delay has yet been receive
here.
s
re•seee ai.?aaartes.;eireatilseekim.,
_
•
Sweden Will Act.
Washington - Sweden has informal-
ly advised the state department that
in cdrisequenee of the anneunced In-
tention of Germany and Austria to
sink armed merchantmen, without
warning after Feb. 29, it will notify the
nationals not to travel on such ships
Fire Starts in Movie.-
Tulsa, Okla.'---Firt which started In
a moving pictiire booth in the Bijou
theater destroyed iti hulldauta at Oil-
ton. in the ,Cushing field. The tote'
Ttiee was estimated at $73,100. •-... - .1,
Roweatil is Excited.'
- tentelon., -1.1ispa4cbee from Bucharest
Mate that -the. citature Of Kt-serum by
-.Watratanit at-erTetitilisielt thy, 4
vision of Roumania to intervene at MI
away date, says a 'Rome dispatch
•••
Senate Gets Report of Conditions in
Southern Republic Before Con-
firming Nomination. --
Washington.:-President Wilson has
sent to the Senate hie response to the
Fall resolution adopted last month re-
questing him to report on' facts lead-
ing ule to recognition by the United
States of the de facto government of
Mexico beaded by Gen. Vensuatiano
Carranza. It was in the form of a long
letter from Secretary' Lansing summa-
rizing the events which preceded rec-
ognition and transmitting a great vol-
ume of data,. Including a'llst of all
Americans killed in Mexico and along
the border during the past six years.
The president, through Mr. Lansing,
-diclined to comply with that part of
the resolution asking for diplomatic
and consular-reports on political co
Uons and events in Mexico. The Sen-
ate wasairtheeied amt it was not com-
patible with public interests to furnish
this correspondence inasmuch as it
was of a highly confidential nature and
"submitted by -consular officers of the
United States, by diplomatic or consu-
lar officers of other goveraments which
have graciously consented that their
officers might supply this O'avernrnent
with information during the necessary
absence of American reprea.entatives."
As to the stability of ('arranza to ful-
fill his promises to protect foreign lives
4and property. Mr. Lansing said that
under all the circumstances the de
facto government, which at the time
of recognition controlled More thin .7a
per cent of alexiso's territory: was•itt-
fording "reasonably adequate protec-
tion to the lives: and property of Amer-
ican citizens."
The data diSclosed that 7 Americans
were-. -killed in Mexieo in the years.
11134914 and lela. as compared with
47 Mlle throe year. preceding. 'and
that 2 civilian Americans and 160 sob
diere were killed on American soil In
the last three years as a result of Mex-
ican troubles-. - - --
When the report was received Sena-
are Stone. chairman Of the foreign rehat ions committee, rnoveilathat It he on
the table and be printed as ..„„paahite
documeet. lie made no comment on
its contents,
Senator Fall introduced his resona-
tion when the nomination was nent. tn.
Stops Sugar Exports.
Buenos .Aires ---The government bet
droidedsto prohibit the exportation of
sugar.
Belgian kid Fails.
London. The plan of aiding Bel-
gium to feed aerself by rehabilitating
the inditetriea of the country under
Contrail or the Afnercan cornrulsrion
for tenet in Beigiiint has felled, as
soriline to a letter written by Sir Ed-
ward Grey, the British foreign eer-re-
:ars,'to the Belgian nenister here be-
-ause thert0TML111 thus far bate fall-
v.1-..to reply Jo the terapest. for guaran-
era that materials and menuTsetered
oods will not be sirged by the welts
inc artetea
SAY AY1ATHM CORPS BAD
Senate Committee Hoare That Flying
Officers Kept Defects Secretiii40._
vestlgetIon Demanded.
--
Washington - Sensational charges
against the army aviation service, with
a demand for immediate Investigation
by congress, have been made before
the senate military committee la Sen-
ator Robinson of Arkansas. He de-
clared that the service was "contetup-
tibly inefficient" and that its head,
IJeut. Cul Samuel Reber, not only was
Making no effort to improve it, but
deliberately was preventing the facts
from reaching his superior*: -P
The senator appeared before the
committee with a Mass of data. tn.
eluding photographic copies of letters
which he said had been exchanged
between Col. Reber and Capt. Arthur
S. Cowan, commanding the aviation
statiou at San Diego. At least part
of this evidence was produced before
the court-martial at San Francisco,
which recently tried Lieut. Col, 1,15WIS
K. (toddler, judge advocate general of
t he western department, accused of
improperly altering certain charges
filed by other officers against Capt.
Cowan.
The findingt of this court now are in
the hands of a special commission of
army officers appointed by the acting
secretary of war to make a report to
President Wilson. The commitision
is understood to be c insidering what
action should be taken as to the result
of revelations during the trial son-
eitinItig-Col; Reber. Capt. Cowan and
the service generally., .ali_wel) as Ihe
court's- decislen as to Cot. Goodier.
Senator Robinson read liberal ex-
corps from his photographs of letters
and quoted Capt. Cowan as writing to
Col. Reber that If the service ever
came under investigation by any one
outside the signal corps it would be
impossible to explain the 'rotten way'
In which-the work has been handled."
Other letters were produced to show
that favoritism was practiced in the
promotion of men in the serve.
--91C1/1•=•,011...
TAX ON WAR PROFITS.
Germani_Will Attempt To Raise Reve-
nue Of/ Manufactures:
Berlin --The most important parts
of the government's tax measures have
been submitte4-to-4as beadesratlo-but
strict secrecy is preserved regarding
their nature. It appears, however, that
the bills have been designed to fur-
nish 500,000,000 marks of new reve-
nue. The new measures probably will
be published before the relchatag re-
assembles- øn--March-6--
The chief feature of the fiscal leg-
islation probably will be a tax on
extra wartime profits, as has already
been decided in principle, by reeitering
corporations and firms to reserve 50
per cent of their increased earnings
for future taxation. That a rich yield
from this tax may be counted upon is
shown by the annual report of a num-
ber of companies which laid aside 3.-
000.000 marks to .5,000.000 marks for
reserves, meter the law. There has
been much agitation among commer-
cial classes against the government
taking the entire 50 per cent, but it is
even feared that A higher rate than
Se.iper cent may be adopted.
HAMS SCHMIDT PAYS PENALTY.
Former' Priest Electrocuted For the
Mate-der - of. Anna Aurettlier.
_
HAVE ROSY CHEEKS
AND FEEL FRESH AS
A DAISY—TRY THIS!
Says glass of hot water with
phosphate before breakfast
washes out poisons.
To gen the tinge of healthy bloom
In your face, to see ever skin get
Clearer and clearer, to w4to up with-
out a headache, backathe, coated
tongue or a nasty breath, in fact to
feel your best, day in and day out, just
try inside-bathing every morning for
One week.
- Before breakfast each day, drink a
glass of real hot water with a tea-
spoonful of limestone phosphate in it
as • harmless moans of washing from
the stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels
the previous day's indigestible waste,
sour bile and toxins; thus cleansing,
sweetening and purifying the entire
alimentary canal before putting more
food into the stomach The action of
hot water and limestone phosphate on
an empty stomach Is wonderfully in-
vigorating. It cleans out all the sour
fermentations, gases and acidity and
given one- a splendid appetite for
breakfast.
A quarter pound of limestone phos-
phate will cost very little at your drug-
gist or general store, but is sufficient
to demonstrate that just as soap and
hot water cleanses, sweetens and
freshens the ski+ so hot water and
limestone phosphate act on the blood
and internal organs. Those who are
eubjeet constipation, bilious attacks,
acid stomach, rheumatic twinges, also
those whose skin is sallow and com-
plexion pallid, -are 'petered that one
week of inside-bathing will have them
both looking and feeling better in as
ery way o---Adv.
-*Information.
"Who is . the heaviest depositor at
your bank?"
"Jobson. lie weighs over 30C
pounds."
STOP THOSE SHARP SHOOTING PAINS .
"Femenina" is the wonder worker for all
Prree-et.-ocranceeem-Ades---
  _ 
A methcd by which all liquors can
be solidified into tablet form has beer
Invented by a French chemist.
Ossining, N Y -Hans Schmidt, for-
mer priest, was electrocuted at Sing
Sing prison Feb. la, for the murder
of Anna Aumuller, Sept. 2. 1913. He
went quietly to the death chamber,
accompanied by the principal keeper
and Father Cashin, prison chaplain.
Leaving the death house he said good-
bye to those who remained.
When he entered the chamber the
guards attempted to direct him to
a-ard the chair, hilt Sehmidt gently
shook them off and insisted upon ad-
dressing the 1: witnesses. With Fa-
ther Camilla standing at one side and
the keeper at the other, Schmidt seat-.
ed, himself in the eleetric chair, and
the current was applied three times.
Within a minute be was dead.
Cabinet Discusses Flood.
Washington.- The aiiesissippi flood
situation has been made the subject
of discueeion at a cabinet meeting.
Secretary Redfield kale before Presi-
dent Allison a telegram from Waiter
Parker, general manager of the New
Orleans Association of Commerce, urg-
ing immediate action. 'Secretary Red-
field took the position that the gov-
ernment should await x report of the
special flood control committee which
recently made a tour of investigation
Munitons Plant Destroyed.
Monet:ton. N. B.-Tile plant of the
Record Foundry, where war munitions
were manufactured, has been destroy-
ed by fire. .
Felt Carrying Nitroglycerin.
Charleston. W. Va.-W. S. Itokerts
of Marietta, 0.. slipped and fell
carrying two cans of nitroglycerin at
St. .albans. 12 mites from here. He
has not betel-twit:id. —
_
• Zeppelin Wrecked.
Landon -A Itotterdain dispatch-says
that .difrintl a storm a, Zeppelin Whet
hI0Vsn adrift, apparently from Rol.
Iglum. find sre‘ keel at Dierik, near vest-to, where it was seized and Interned he.Otte authoritita.
ssekimaeriMeatiailiMaiscooemeares
alaterattretnreatree-ativ-thes--1,14,-
WhiCh bears fruit and blossoms at the
same time.
0
Ii
A
To Prevent The Grip
Oolds cans* Grip -Lautl•• Brt,rao Qutatne •10-
5,0•11•• •115 ast111. Them Is only 000 Brame
Quinine -- H. W. tiROVIS'S stsesseroos Dos. Ile.
Perhaps a man can enrAte a sensible
love letter, hut he never does.
KEEP YOUNG
As well be young at 70 as old
at 50.
Many elderly people suffer lame,
bent, aching backs, and distress-
ing urinary disorders, when a
little help for the kidneys would
fix it all up Don't wait for gravel.
or Bright's disease. Use Doan's Kid-
ney Pills. They have helped
thousands, young and old, and are
recommended by thousands.
A Mississippi Case
Mrs. K. H. Frey. - awry
21:.. South St., Oko- reser.7 elk akrui, MI,s, s a y • : St•re
-Sty back was in
such had shape I
could hardly get
around and I was all
rundown. lhad
headaches and terri-
ble dizzy spells and
the kidney secrctions
were scanty, I doc-
tored for th.rer-
months, but wasn't helped until I nsed
Doan's Rianey Pills. I have enlort-d
good hi alth ev•r sinee they rid me of
these distressing ailments."
Cot Does% at Aar Stara, gee• 1411t
DOAN'S KIDNILTPILLS
FOSTER-MILBURN CO.. BUFFALO. et Y.
Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Relief -Pertmmeat Cure
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
fail. Purely vegeta-
ble - act surely 
CARTERSbut gentty on
the liver. ITTLE
Stop after lIVER
dinner dis- PILLS.
tress-curt-
indigestion.
improve the complexion, brighten theeyes.
WALL PILL. SMALL DOSE, SMALL MC&
Gentline must bear Signattile
TRY THE OLD RELIABLE
I piTERSM Unit
CHILL TONIC
For MALARIA cHTF-J-v-'1E:14'
Arm elEttERAL erratENcrIMNUM TONIC
• Seeds and Plants
Over t00 Acres 4-1 • •
Frost Proof Cabbage Plants
St the PlitaltS.T QUALITY GOARANTIMD to
ewe weiselmen Poem. menet ealtostilt 00 pee
Ism, SSG a e 000l, II 000 et ware venetianAron weirefieta CharliweriWasofired, Esrh Sprw,s,
Patty list butaL, We Pee Dutch gain Suopes0or•
Lets Succession best, Lanus.. and Ontot• Wank,SI SO per 1,:v10 All .sitra by mail 35c gror
100. POI • profitable crop buy your plants Iron
WALE. JOUANNILT. Mt news's. S. G._
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THE MURRAY LIDOWL MITIRAT,
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Coquettish Modes Reappearing
The pannier drapery and the point-
ed bodice, from thy coquettish modes
of long ago, are plainly embodied in
the fascinating frock shown here. But
it follows its pretty and frivolous fore-
runner at a-considerable ancfsafe-dis-
tance and has adapted instead of
adopting the origipal that it -compli-
ments SO adroitly. The twentieth cen-
tury Inet4 •CMLIKIIIS Walla Iran:kitty of
.C.Stitiii3t-- gown—but
stops at Ita_foolishnese. She has fol-
lies of her own to deal with.
The gown pictured has a full under-
skirt of georgette crepe on which a
little outline embroidery in gold ap-
-pears at she- trout. and an 4/U41411)&4km
and three-quarter length sleeves of
the crepe. The overskirt, of flowered
taffeta, is cut longer than the under-
skirt and caught up at two places at
each side. Wherever required it is
tacked to the underskirt and it hangs
straight and full at the back, covering
8 Crepe s rt completely.-- '
The crepe underbodice is almost
square at the neck and finished with
a narrow silk lace with geld threadi
outlining the flower pattern. The silk
bodice, instead of being stiffly boned
and smooth, is softly draped about the
figure, thus departing from the ways
protot y pee—I-este-ad of -a- long 
rigid point at the front it has a short
point and easy adjustment to the fig.
tare. It is gathered over a cord at the
top.,and _narrows to bands over the
lin't CUM:
fortable looking which proves that we
have learned something In the lapse
of over two hundred years—perhaps.
Worth and Premet and other great
names in the world of fashion, sanc-
tion -th,a revival_ ot.,the an4
the. pointed bodice. Each adapts the
mode to his own ideas. It is safe to
predict that they will accomplish noth-
ing prettier than the model shown
here, whichmay e ma
of the season's food colors.
de u in an,
RELIEF HOT NEEDED
Figures Refute steel INV Cry
for "Protection."
Enormous Earninlas of the Corpora.
tion a Proof That Excessive Tar.
If? Is Neither Necessary Nor
In Any Way Desirable.
Net earnings for the past quarter
iff-461,232,748, $tr,729,0e0 larger
than for the same quarter last year;
divid!Lnds resumed on the common
stock at the former annual rate of live
per cent; a surplus of $23,300,G92
above all charges and dividends;
$105,000,000 cash in bank-- such the
extraordinary story of prosperity re-
ported for the country's greatest in-
dustrial corporation from a recent
meeting ot the United States Steel
corporation directors.
Some weekil ago Chairman Gary
gave out a statement which conceded
great present prosperity but which
sounded high notes. of alarm for the
future. 'I he situation was "Inflated."
American industry faced after the
war "the most persistent and difficult
competition over experienced," and
everybody must now prepare for cal-
amitous consequences then unless
"adequate I tariff) protection" Is mean-
time provided.
The practical genie of that-view
must have been that the Steel corpora.
Lion itself should go stow in-any dIV1-
dendiietion on the present prosperity,
and \Vall street so interpreted it,
as in a belief that no dividend or only
a small one would be declared.
It is apParent that the other direc-
tors did not share, these views of dis-
astrous competitian from nations bled
white and industrially (-rippled by
war. Even Mr. Gary himself seems to
have revised them, as he also voted
for- the flee -per—cent_ rate. Against
that terrible day not far ahead when
"adequate protection" must be had
if the steel industry is to be saved
_Lem ruin,nei_th7reri e ill7r ._lucll goodaiaateaiex-
jiaMr 
judges of general business prospect&
as Mr. Morgan ani George W. Per-
kins made any effort to conserve .the
corporation's cash resources as far
as possible.
The. conelusdan-lassident._. -The-gert,
Heinen of the steel board aro practi-
cally as one in an inability to foresee
any such day,
No Return to Hannalsm.
There is a belief in watt street that
aweed is made Into a ctiniposttioneleirlailik-opiniou is so 
preoccupied
to take the place of bone for handler the war that it has forgotten 
domestic
of cutlery. questions and is no longer interes
ted
In progressive government. We doubt
Made of Familiar Materials
A/ WWI 
The art- at the -mttttner means mare
than the material she works with, or
quite as much, anyway, in producing
hats in which style to the strongest
element. Here are two attractive and
inexpensive hats, made of familiar fab-
rics, that denienstrate how cleverly
Ideas may be interpreted in materials
that every milliner has at hand. These
hats are suited to any season, too.
which is a great factor in their favor.
The pretty model, with spangled
crown and brim of ruffled malines
may be made in black or in any of the
colors in which spangled bands are
to be found, with rnalines to match,
A rown of nacre or opalescent span-
gles used with cream-colored manner'
would make a beautiful and very
dressy bat. The ruMe of malfnes is
Ina te of four thicknesses, wired for
support and put on in box plaits. A
half wreath of foliage and flat silk
roees Is allele(' et the right side and
back, over the malinea. This is one ef
these hats that are simple enough in
construction to be made by the home
milliner. She will succeed by making
a faithful eopy of it. • '
The turban of satin, proneata also
no great ellificulties to the ambitious
n.ecIllea omen., The frame is in two
pieces, whie4 era.covered eeparately.
- The covering-of the crown is plain.
except rpr a fold in the satin which
extends diagonally -across the ton
The side- crown is covered with a
bias strip stretched smoothly about it.
The lower part of the coronet is also
covered with a elain bias strip of satin.
At the top a puff of satin, or of faille'
or -moire ribbon. gives the required va-
riety and finish A fine wire is in-
serted In the lower edge of the puff
where it joins the satin. This is not
to be neglected if the hat is copied;
it is the- touch that betrays the work
of the professional.
A narrow novelty band and flat ca.
bochon of be-ads, in the same color
as the hat, give it a dash of brilliance
and calor contrast is managed by re-
plication of sprays of sin: foliage and
a rose at each side. These sprays are
bought rentlymade.
About the most difficult part of the
Work. for the amateur, confronts lor
rifler the hat is made and trimmed. at
remains to be lined, Chiffon, taffeta.
or -other light-weight silk, is to tals
used for this purpoae, and the work'
may be simplified by pasting lu the lin-
ing with millinery glue, if it is sewed
in: silkeeihread _Watching the hat in
refer, and a fine noesthe make the tar*
of concealing stitchig lets tediffila
deitee. 2$47:7- ••
•
it. We do not believe that the Amer-
ican people are so short-sighted as not
to appreciate the sinister significance
of a return to ilannaism. There is no
evidence that the rank and file of
either party has lost Its sense of polit-
ical idealism.
But if it were again possible for Wall
street-to re-establish another Hanna
regime in the government of the
United States, we can assure Big Busi-
ness that when the reaction came it
would not have to deal with a Demo-
cratic party and a Woodrow Wirson.
It would have to face Socialism, and
Socialism would triumph.—New lork
World.
People Have Learned.
Advocates of higher tariff protection
used to point to whatever industrial
distress euisted, and assert, in Dol-
IlVer's words, that they "yearned for
thaefactory hells calling millions back
to work." Something more than a
reatization that the whole country is
now prosperous and satisfied is ac-
countable for the decline in protec-
tionist talk. What it is was told the
Republican club by Jacob Schiff, In
words that have weight as coming
from a man who has been for fifty
years the stanchest of Republicans.
He warned the party that "if you
threaten the country and show it you
want a renewal of special privilege
and high protection, the people will
have none of it. The people have
learned; the workmen and farmers
have learned, and they cannot be
misled any longer."
Let Light Into the Tariff.
It makes no difference who urges
the tariff commission, whether Dem-
ocrats. Republicans or Progressives.
The idea is right. A tariff commis-
sion will net take the tariff out of pol-
itics in the United States, for the
tariff is too profitable a political issue.
But at least it will furnish intelligent
information on the subject which, in
the past, congress has lacked
The fact that tariffs were made In
the dark, that there was no source of
Information on the subject, has made
it easy ter them ta be used to reward
campaign contributors and in general-
to Promote political ends. For a gen-
eration congressmen regarded a tariff
bill simply as a log•rolling measure.
---
Information Desirable.
Obviresly, an long as tariff adjuet.
peents are t, be made, the more infor-
Illation available on the subject the
better. There is no such thing as
"American cost of production." The
rivst vertre according to the efilehmitey
of .the plant. But Information on the
subjeet can *teas a restraining Owes
to prevent ridiculous subsidlea to In.
tersest" that -taihn hitge cunt, It ottneis
-to campaign funds, expecting to get
the:race-3-rd estt of the pockets of the
pAlple In the shape of_protection,froni
traepetition.—Kansits City Star,
•
SUBTLE JUSTICE M'REYNOLDS
 Air 
Associate Justice McReynolds of
the United States Supreme court pref-
seeraragmestataing be has. to say
with a story.
Occasionally Id cReytiolds .thils a
story with • point so subtle that only
those with a keenly pitched sense of
humor can "get" him. One night at a
dinner he sprang something that oc-
casioned not, the slightest ripple of
laughter. Ile waited a ressonakl•
length of time and then uhrerviel:
"Well, at least don't cry about it."
dldnN'totmun'dyeragtaotnd thatwhaielitthewras 
They
t
they weren't to cry about. Su Melte'',
fluids added: "It'll come In. may be by
freight." •
An Englishman was seated next to
,IcReynolds, and his curiosity was
'aroused
"What do you mean when you any
come fly freight?" ha inquired.
"Slowly, like a freight train," *V
planed iffelfaynoids; therlrget the storylf they wait long enough, don't
YOU.. see"
A great light dawned in the Englishman's eyes. "Ah." hi exclaimed, 
'you mean steam packet. Story shipped by steam packet. 'Twould be
utterly absurd, wouldn't it—ha, ha. ha.'
EXPERIMENTS WITH WHITE RATS
Philadelphians were perturbed re-
cently over the publication of the re-
stilts of a serieaof experiments with
white rats which are being' made by
Helen Dean King -at the Waiter In-
stitute of Anatomy anti Biology of
the University of Pennsylvania.
Akirn of its sensatiiinalkant•ind  
half WIWI._ the et-Orr.Of the expe-Ft-
ments with white rats Dow going on
at the institute is still interesting. By
means of careful selection and mating
of brother and sister rats from the
C litters. whick.ltan,Plaa_cl3tefar_P
of inbreeding possible," there is being
developed a race bigger, heavier and
better in every way than the ordinary
rat.
"And," says Doctor King, "theo-
-getically what can be done. with rats
tea be done with other animals Give
me en years tenger and I may have
found out something." -By following
out her experiments it "might be pos-
sible to revolutionize the whole system of stock raising" and
the supply of meat and reduce the cost of living.
Doctor King is the only woman in America who holds a professorship
in research work, the only other woman in the world who has that honor
being Mine. Curie of Paris.
thereby increase
"SUB" FOR KING VICTOR
The duke of Genoa, who "subs" as
king at the Quirinal while his nephew,
Victor Emmanuel, is at the front.
Is fast prey-big himself si-formidabin
rival of the latter for the affections of
the Italian people.
King Victor has ever been known
as the most democratic sovereign in
Europe. His "sub" has gone him one
better for democracy and won for him-
self the sobriquet of the civilian king.
The nearest the duke of Genoa
comes to accepting any of the kingig,
perquisites that go with his job is at
four o'clock each day, when he goes
for his drive in the country. Four
cavalrymen surround his carriage and
a corps of bicycle guards follow. The
police won't let aim drive unless he
accepts this escort.
In the evening he makes up for it
by walking about the streets of Rome
in civilian clothes, accompanied only
by his chief aid de camp. It was while
amusing himself this way one evening that the dulyt sire,* iserect car collide
with a fat woman Of all the men who leaped to &I'r aselatance, the duke
got there first. She was quite uninjured, but the duke bundled het off to a
hospital before she knew who had helped her. •ee,
Half an hour later, when the duke returned to the Quirinal he sent his
aid to the hospital to make certain she really was not injured.
.NEW CHIEF OF YARDS AND DOCKS
 0111411111_111/IMMIlt 
Civil Engineer Frederic R. Harris
of the navy, recently appointed chief
of the bureau of yards and docks, navy
department, to succeed Civil Eng'neer
Homer It. Stanford, has made an en-
viable record in connection with a
number of important projects on
which he was engaged since appoint-
ment to the navy corps of civil engi-
neer-a,
Among his achievements was the
solving of the problem that long had
attached to the dry dock at the New
Verb navy yard, the contract for
which was awarded In 190e. Five yearn
later, after several contractors had
failed on the job, Civil Engineer liar-
ais took charge. Ile employed an en-
tirely new method of construction, he
was instrumental in, having the di-
tueneions of the dock increased, end
he successfully completed the work
In 1912. •
In addition to nitre other achieve- •
Meats. Mil- Engineer Harris devised a new method of construction to be
used in the coimiletion of the di-y dock at. Pearl bather, Hawaii. the system
itiVoliing the building nod sinking of a series of Coaling ezilssons or secticiet.
Ite.haa bees. concerned as an amustant tn.thc. construction of theastata dry-
(rich at flosthn and the project of thu contemplated municipal dry deck at
New York, Ile hat been a ,raluable technical, assistant to the department
of justice, and he has been i lecturer at the Pniversity of the ('fly of New
York. the New -York.cellege, and- the Stevens Institute of Technology, as well
as being the author of numerous technical papers.
;
• • • ; .•
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PE RU NA
By assisting nutrition,
increases the circulatims, -
invigorates the system,
removes the waste mat-
ter and brightens you up.
OVERCOMES
systemic catarrh, inflam-
mation of mucous mem-
brews !klieg the stomach,
bowels, brogans sad head—
teen up Me whets ir=
Aide v Cel so peeress
and Colds.
Now Poki
La Tannot
Igor_ ii
Deafrvel. ICATITRMSTAGNATION.
Your Money Back
If Not Benefited
We Guarantee
STELLA-VIM.
For Sick Women
If you are Suffering from wo-
men's peculiar ills, we know this
medicine will bring YOU relief
because it has helped thousands
of other women for more than 30
years. Its value has been proven,
and that is why the dealer, back-
ed by our own guarantee. will
-positively refund your money if
you are not benefited by the very
first bottle.
-TRY IT! TEAT 1$ MI WE ASK.
$1 sty.ar Dealers'. See them today.
THACHER MEDICINE CO.,
Chattanooga. Tee&
.WOMAN'S WORK IN THE WORLD
Activities of the "Weaker Sex" Promi-
nent Along Practically All Lines
--137-Yrittavor.
More women are empl‘yed in the
manufacture of clothing than any oth-
er industry in Pennsylvania.
The duchess at Norfolk has a col-
lection of parasols of all countries,
said to be worth $2,500. - - -
Two thousand women *rill serve as
judged and clerks of election in Chi-
cago this year, for which they will re-
ceive $7 per day.
Thousands of women have been
thrown out of work in Massachusetts
since the operation cf the minimum
a-age law went into effect.
The first savings bank was insti-
tuted by a woman, Priscilla Wakefield.
who inaugurated a bank scheme for
the encouragement of thrift among
children of Tottenham toward the end
of the eighteenth century.
A remarkable translation of Nich-
olas Strat ham's "Abridgement of Law," -
an old -English book, which has baf-
fled translators for years, has just
been completed by Mrs. Margaret C.
Klingensmith, a member of the Penn-
sylvania bar. It took Mrs. Klingen-
smith fifteen years to complete the
translation, which will be published
in the near future.
Cat. Eh?
"Bell is very proud of her pedt-
gree!''
"Humph! Were her ancestcra rical-
tese or Angoras?"—Puck.
Albert Ilargreaves, a Paterson. N.
3.. policeman, has fallen heir to $125.-
000.
Greatest
Results
often tome from simpleat
Means.
For instance—one's daily
'food plays a big part in de-
-ciding for success or failure.
-To bring out—the burn-
mental and physical faeces
sound nourishment is imper-
ativr_
Grape-Nuts
—A FOOD
made of whole wheat and
malted barley, supplies in
splendid proportion all the
nch nourishment of the
grains, including the valuable
mineral elements. !eating in
many foods, but most neces-
sary for vigor and activity of
brain and body,a Reason,.
• !or
Grape-Nuts
Sold by. troci era
•••••
-
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THE _MURRAY _LEDGER i=opt***4—peopk iBEGGING HOMES
le+Isfls+St+IsSie+lit+is+sMs+144.1s+14;
BRAQI•1.--7john Brand FOR THE KIDDIES
0. J. JENNINGS, Eprron.
Illaisied at the postatios at Murray, Kentucky, for traneuileetoa
the math as secoutl class &natter.
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 24. Dow
The legislature eras in session
-ten minutes last Saturday and
ad.juurnd until Wednesday of
itIAGKsoN K1LLs
.eorrectly termed earning per
this week. That's what may beim TimB
diem per day and going fiahing
- -st the same time:
present legislature has re-i Paris. Tenn-, Feb. 23 — Earn-
eei ved more condemnation from i est Jackson, sportsman and farm-
, er of near Puryear, was therethe press and the public than
any similar body within the past I Monday and told of a successful
wolf hunt Saturday iu which hisnfty years, and the pitty is it is
thoroughbred dogs won for himdeserved. One bill has been
handsome reward in silver be-passed and' signed by the gov- a.
sides the carcass of a big greyernor to date. Will some well
timber wolf that for three yearsinformed calculus student please
had terrorized the citizens ofcipher out the cost of enacting
Beech Grove church vicinity, onthat one law?
Terrapin creek in Graves county,
Ky. Several years ago a wolf
was shipped from the west to
parties living in that vicinity
and it escaped from the cage:
There were many attempts to
capture the animal hut -it eluded
all efforts of trap, dog and gun.
It had grown bold in its thefts
and carried away whole flocks of
geese and numbers of pigs and
lambs, while its howling alarm-
ed the inhabitants every night.
Parents were afraid for their
children to go far from the yard.
Friday night in company with
Romie Overcast and Jim Martin,
ER 
The Kentucky Court of Ap-
peals in an opinion handed down
last week in the case of Bowman
vs Fayette county, holds that a
majority of the voters of -say
county can instruct the fiscal
court to issue bonds for the con-
struction of roads. This opinion
will be received with genuine
satisfaction by everyone who be-
.' believes in a majority ruling in
.all public affairs. It is possible
that another election will be call-
-ed at an early date in Calloway
county on a road bond issue. Ev-
idently there are many converts
to good roads after a winter of also of near Puryear, Mr. Jack-
----Asimeet-impaesable higkeeaysig- --ism with his-trixetogseset out-
the haunts of the -wolf. &tut-
He Laughed at Mamie. day forenoon, the dogs trailed
and for thirty or forty minutes
there was a grand-rase, the-
-Watched thevitia-man ratite the ter said, most of it being a sight
hay; race, thee tire victim turned on
.She laughed and chuckled in her its pursuers and two of the. dogs
glee received ugly wounds from the
-When up his pants leg crawled a creature's teeth and claws befor
bee. - it was killed. The wolf was
Later the hired man laughed in much larger than an of the-dogs
turn that hunted it to its death and
When a big grasshopper crawled its carcass attracted much atten-
'Maude Muellerein a summer day
A
up hem.
Ikhe YMM Own Healing Remedy at
Home.
Buy a 50c bottle of Farris Heal-
ing Remedy, add to it a pint of
linseed oil to make a healing oil.
or add vaseline to make an oint-
ment. You will then have six-
teen ounces of the healing reme-
dy for harness and saddle gall,
barbed wire cuts, scratches, or
any hurt or sore where the skin
is broken. Postivele guaranteed
the best made. Make it at home.
By so doing you have $2.00 worth
for 50c.—Sexton Bros.
For Sale.—Single comb brown
Leghorn eggs. $1 per setting of
15; if by mail prepaid $1.50.—
Lillie Scott. Murray, Ky., Re 3,
mile southeast of Shiloh. 2173*
Buyers read the Ledger ads,
Silver of
Quality
and
Beauty
Unquestioned
- durability and -
e.tquisite de- -- -- -
sign—the highest ideals in plated ware
—are assured in spoons, forks and fancy
lxanng the renowned trade mark
tion in every town and village
through which the hunters trav-
eled returning home.
Mr. Jackson's dogs are high
bred fox and wolf hounds, some
from famous kennels in Missouri
and Kentucky, and part of the
pack he bred and trained him-
self. Mr. Jackson stated that a
score or more of dogs had made
unsuccesful attempts to catch the
wolf and he declares now that
his own dogs are second to none._
For any pain, burn, scald or
bruise, apply Dr. Thomas' Elec-
tric Oil—the household remedy.
Two sizes, e5c and 50c at all drug
stores.
LUMBER WANTED.
Wanted 500,000 feet of plain,
dry oak lumber; one inch thick.
Write A. P. Jacobs, Paris, Tenn.
-
••••-
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serving pieces
1847 ROGERS BROS.
There are various makes of silver-plated tableware
which are claimed to be 'lust as good,- but, like allimitations, they lack the beauty and wearing quality
identified with the original and genuine 1847 ROGERS BROS.
ware', popularly known as 'Silver Platetrat, Wears."
Sold by leading dealers everywhere. Send for cata-
lekt "CL," showing all designs. •
1St 'Gni SLIM' CC. asitiolfr;;;;"•a co, Maiden. Caaa.
•
,
•
blew into -town- -the other -day
and is classing tobacco for Grit- 
- --
fin & Pitt. "John has been reed-
ing down in Marshall county on
a farm since last November, at
which time he returned from
McCauljey, Texas, where he re-
sided the past eighteen months.
John looks like he had been made
over from toe to teeth and was
delighted with the climate  of 
to 11, all over the United States
—arsenal effort wilt be -maderthe western wn.- He was
find homes for babies and smallamong a lot of other good Cello- girls and boss. It Is hoped that
homes will be found for 100,000
children and our state must do
her part in the great work
The Kentucky Chi ldrens Home
Society is doing its utmost for
the children entrusted to its care
but in order to achieve the best
results, a child needs the love of
a father and mother, and home
life that is impossible, even in
the best maintained institutions.
Visitors to the receiving home
in Louisville always comment on
the happy faces of the children,
hut when the question is asked,
"would you like to have a mama
and a papa and a home," the
child always answers "yes."
How much joy and sunshine a
baby brings .to a home. And
what man is there, no matter
how tired he may be after a day's
work, whose heart is not thrilled
by the joyous cry. "dadds 's com-
ing; I must run to meet him."
The Federal Children's Bureau
of Washington, is working for
the_best interPsta of the children
throughout the United States:
the Kentucky Children's Home
Society is working for the best
interest e of thee He_neucky cbil-
dren, and it is sincerely hoped it
will meet with a most hearty re-
sponse from the best citizens,
and that the homeless child may
be brought to the childless home.,
Besides the babies in the re-
ceiving home there is a large
number of small boys and girls.
I1fyouareat all interested
, 
in the
!matter of getting a child 'write
to George L. Sehon, State Supt.
Kentucky Children's Home So-
'
ville, Ky..
The people are busy burning
ciety, 1086 Baxter Ave., Louis.. plant beds andesome are done
lowing.An application will be mailed Jason Darnall and wife haveto you, and if:after investigation Moved to their new home.has been made a baby, or a small 
bo • l • 1 d • Look out, girls; Oce Howard says
home, you will have done your he is going to get a new buggy 
a national success. 
this spring. Ho, ho!part towards making baby week
Mr. Bill Erwin is going to move
to Mayfield right soon.
way folks out there and we take
it for granted that these folks
took pains to see that John and
his family were fed and shelter-
ed. At least we are constrained
to believe this because of the
fact that John looks about as
well as we ever saw him. There
is one thing very certain, John
either left his hammer in the
Lone Star state or wore it out
while gone. Nevertheless, John
has many friends in the town
and county who are glad to wel-
come him home.
- • •  MINS
HOLLAND—HART.—F o 1 k 8
who are not by nature obdurate
or possessed of a chronic case of
grouch, or whom the green mon-
ster, jealousy, has not complete-
ly consumed, hre always glad to
see home boys succeed. They
even like to see that success
come_ to them in their place of
nativity and will lend a helping
hand toward advancing evetly
legitimate undertaking. Pren-,
trcellnitant to-yrroduct Or-Cal-
loway, fen of the late Bruce Hol-
land, a former sheriff of Cello-
way, and he is one of the most
ieble young -men ever - rea
in the county and his friends are
numbered by his acquaintances.
A thorough gentleman, honest,
industrious, and everyone wants
to see him succeed. —Dre Frinee-
Hart, another Calloway prcduct,
son of the late and esteemed Dr.
J. G. HaLt,a_capa_ble young gen-
tleman, learned in his chosen
professsion, realizes and appre-
ciates the responsibilities of his
calling, and a popular citizen de-
serving of the richest success.
These young gentlemen have
formed a partnership and will
engage in the drug business.
They have rented the Gingles
building recently vacated by Lu-
ther Graham and expect to open
for business soon after the first
of March. They will carry a
complete line of drugs and drug-
gist stfiffries atid- will live -the
business care and attention and
deserve to succeed.
Medicine or Food. •
You have always bought the
bulky stock food and given to
your stock as a medicine. Why
not buy only the medicine and
furnish your own food? The med-
icine will be much more certain.
In fact, B. A. Thomas Stock
Remedy is so certain to give the
right results that we sell it on
the money back plan. If it does
not straighten up your horse or
cow or sheep, we give your mon-
ey back.—Sexton Bros.
Meets Horrible Death.
_
Ben Emerson, who conducted
, a plat mill at Ross' store a few
l
miles-of Jones' in- -Henry
county, met death in his mill
last Friday in a meat horrible
manner. He was working around
the hopper when he stumbled
and fell head first into it and
was terribly crushed and man-
gled. Dr. Mason was called to
see him but he died a few hours
after the accident occurred. He
was about 30 years of age and
married.
Champion Ringlet Barred rock
eggs 75c for 16 packed, or at 50c
at hoine.—Sunny Side Poultry
Farm, T. J. Howard, Murray,
Rt. 1. Cumb.- phone 2 on 109 J.
Why _not trade with the house
that started the cash syska?-
-Parker & Perdue. • -. .
We have all heard of Tubercu-
losis Sunday. the Big Brother
Movement, Mother's Day, Fath-
ther's Day, and as a natural con-
sequenoe of the tremendous awa-
kening of interest in home life,
Baby Week has been established,
and during the week. March 4
•
•
40.
ItimmunsmitainciamitailliNt .
• Rheumatism!
How is rheumatism recogliized? Sonic have said—
Rheumatism is a dull pain.
Rheumatism is a sharp pain,
Rheumatism is sore muscles.
Rheumatism is stiff joints.
Rheumatism is a shifting pain.
All have declared—Rheumatism is Pain.
a
a
a
a
a
a
a Rheumatism and allied pains yield to the penetrat-
• ing qualities of this warming liniment.
sitasamisionu*********.
+st+st+P.+R+4,+st+1‘441s011.1144R+WHIR
P. A. HART %!: $3.25
Physician and Surisson EYE GLASS FRAMES ••
Special Attention:—
to Diseases of
t FY" EAR, NOSE and THROAT
I Eves Tebt•ili.- Glashei "FitWd.
tt Murray, Kentucky
• Both Phones
X
()Mee Hours; 
if 9 t..,) 12 a in. ,1 to 4 p. m.
1.-1.1•+;m1-;$47a+1•+1.4.1H4011+*111+Ift+
•C::>•04PC:>•CD--4"C)•01P
William H. Jones
Attorney-at-Law V
Op:e With —
N. R. BARNETT
Murray, : : Kentucky
ee---J•Ce4e-J4KZ)*Ce>•CeedleCee
C1 ane Scheel House,
RECBRD OF 111E- PAST,
Streiassr Evidiam-Can be Hia
• Murray.
a e
-*-- 10 Karat ••• •• •• •
• LENSES from $1.00 up. :•
• Jul First Class Work and ••41.--- • Guaranteed. •• - s• ____— — — is• •• •• DR. JOHNSON •• •
: Grakon Bldg. Office Tbone133 :• •
••••••••-••• eeeeeeee • ee ••••
oinroi100411scillso•lik>41001111100
Miss Rozelle Wilson
I
Teacher of
Piano aid nice
. Studio at
School Building
_ We have beenehavingsome fine cli"s'°1scis'c'4111"‘:410041a0'
-Weather lately. -
No deaths or ermrr i ages to re- •c:).(:).C:).cAk=4c).<::::'.
port but some kicknesa around.
'Lixk well to their record.
What they have done many times
in years gone by is the best gu-
arantee of future results. Any
kidney sufferer should find com-
forting words in the following
statement:
Mrs. I. L. Jones, N. Thirteenth
St., Mayfield, Ky., says: "1 was ,
troubled a great deal by kidney
complaint. The kidney secre-
tions were unnatural and I ftel .
miserable. Doan's Kidney Pills
soon reguluted the kidney Action
and restored my kidneys to a nor-
mal condition."
OVER EIGHT YLARS LATER
Mre. Jones said: "We still usei
Doan's Kidney Pills eccasionally
and find them an excellent kid-
ney medicine."
Price ;i0c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kideey remedy
—get Doan's Kidney Piils—the
same that Mrs. Jones has twice
publicly recommended. Foster-
Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo.
Notice to Creditors.
Parties who are indebted to
Dr. C. N. Crawford or to Craw-
ford & Jones please call and sete
tie same at earliest convenience
by note or money.
- - Mrs. Jennie Crawford,
Dr. C. H. Jones. ;
We give .yote twice as much
for your money In bulk seed as
yen gierin padkage.—,Parker. Sr
PeLd ue.
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
Sloan's Liniment applied :•— a
The blond begins to flow freely—the body's •
warmth is renewed—the congestion distal). it
▪ pc:u3-1.14..pain is gone.
Sloan's
Liniment
PULLS PAIN (GUARANTEED)
Cliff Marine started to--ped-
dling the past week.
Bob Jackson's folks visited at
Willie Darnall's Saturday and
Sunday.
There was singing at Salem
Sunday afternoon and a large
crowd attended and the singing
was fine.
T. R. Cooper and wife visited
their daughter the past week.
Big Bart.
This is the time to tone up
your horses and cattle. Dr. Hess'
remedy does the work or your
money refunded. Hess' Panacea
ritekes hens lay and heatlhy
chicks in the spring. Sold by
Buey Bros.
ZITIEWLEKS
For Partridge, Wood-
cock, Squirrel or Rabbit
Shooting the
44 GAUGE SHOTGUN
No. 1011
IS A WONDER
- 
_ sod barrel. ...vies 44b.
T..• 44 X . C ••••• leme .•-..11•e* Cmindlos-
Us! Prim 1101, $5.00 .
bele or emir .0̀ o.run a. "rend ofti.r or. (mat
• ‘arrty of ••••••••
11;
4•4
ke%4 tor eebd1i,.
emi len an.1 LIAO aino
*II
GUNNING
ban hydro [44S
LTVSS ARMS
& TOOL COMPANY
P 0. • 3 00
+1,1
CI41COPFC rALLs PA. SS.
B. F. BERRY
DENTIST
Office Over Postoffice in Cit-
izens Bank Building.
Both 'Phones 26
KEYS
ATTORNEY
Office With Drs. Keys & Keys.
GATLIN BUILDING.
•C4coilcD•cDoczpoceclo•
ROCAPC:).CD.CZAKDOCI•OCD.
DR I B LETS DI RICHARD WS
Drs. Keys & Keys
Physicians and Surgeons
Office: First Nation-
alBank Building
Phoneir:_tunib. 75. Ind. 90.
•CelleteD4.0•pace.mczeseple
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
: 1.1
: • II. Boggess 
•••••• •• ••
•• VETERINARIAN. •••
• , 01- •
: Kirksey, -:- Kentucky 6:• 
•
SWEET CLOVER SEED
Direct from grower. Large
cultivated biennial white and
yellow; tiulled and unhulled. Al-so special scarified for full and
prompt germination. Prices and
circulars 4ent free. — John A.
Sheehan. Fahnouth, Ky., Rt. 4 •
McElrath wants your eggs—
always pays the highest price.
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bloom.LOCAL and PERSONAL • McElrath's.
Barrel guaranteed flour $(.90, You can get your frost proof
III•••••••••• eeee 000000000 • at mentathsa. cabbage plants at Parker & Per-
Bucy Bros. will pay 11c for
nice cured shoulder meat. Johnson & Broach are adver-Seed potatoes at MeElrath's.
Field and garden seed at Bucy
Bros.
Mrs. George Lee, of the east
side of the county, died the put
week.
A three weeks old infant of
Bureett Taylor, near Edgehill,
died last Friday.
Tires Person Paiddy Hurt.
Bruce Wells, who resides a
few miles east of the city, was
unloading hay into the loft of
Edgar Purdom's stable the past
Ben Hood, of Memphis, has tieing a 9c sale this week. Look 
week when the timbers mimosa-
up their announcement in, this tog the loft gave way falling onbeen the guest of relatives in
this city the past several days. issue of the Ledger. 
Mr. Wells. He sustained quite
Look over that label on 
thil '
Nat Ryan and son, Nat Ryan, 
painful injuries to his leg and
first page again and come around Jr., left Tuesday for Louisville 
hue been unable to be out since.
feurth Monde), and square up. 4and Cincinnati to bpy seasonable John David Williams, who also-
A. J. Beale, of the firm of ' dry goods and 
clothing. They resides east et the eine was cut- 
tieg timber the past week when
Beale & Wells, left the first of 
will be absent for about ten
he was caught by a limb of the
An infant of Otis Cleaver died the week for tee..1,0kosefila gad. claill•
Cincinnati markets to purchase Bryan Eaker. son of J. I). Ea-in Benton the past week and
waa buried at Almo. . new geed,. He will be nesent, ker, west of the city, kit Mon.
Z Siedd left the first of the about ten days. I day of this week for Kansas
City, Mo., where he expects to
secure a position and reticle in
the future.
the hospital. Mr. Benson is a
member of the drug firm of Dale,
Stubblefield & Co.
Miss Lola Mohundro and H.J.
Lawrence, of Fulton, were unit-
ed in marriage the past week in
Union City, Tenn. Miss Mohun-
dro is a daughter of A. H. Mo-
-
ks""••••••••••••••••••••• Wheat bran $1.40 per bag at Jor,quils and violets are in
Willie Wallis came in home the
first of the week to remain some
time. He has been traveling for
a raincoat manfacturing concern, 0. T. Hale, accompanied by
Mof Union City, Tenn., the past rs. Rella Hale, of the firm of
several months. 0. T. Hale & Co., left the first
Of the week for the St. Louis andIf you will trade with Parker
& Perdue when you go home Chicago markets to spend sever-
dinner the table will be loaded 
to
al days purchasing new merchan-
with goodies and your wife will ulee'
be so happy, and the children Mr. J. B. Daniels, who resides
wont be afraid to wait, thinking a few miles west of the city on
you w ill eat everthing from them. the Mayfield road, has beenquite
ill for the past ten days. He isMrs. Jagoe, of Cadiz, mother
of Mrs. Edwin Wilkerson and about 83 years of age and owing
to his years his condition IS
Mr. Frederick Guier, of Cal-
loway county, reached here Tue-
treatment and an operation. sday at noon to attend the fun-
Mrs. R. L. Curd, of Childers, eral of his uncle, Jas. Mitchell,
and will spend several days inTexas, died about ten days ago
at an advanced age. Mrs. Curd the county visiting relatives and
was a rmtive of Calloway and
was a Miss Watkins before her
marriage. Mr.  Curd is a broth-
er of Dr. E. B. Curd, of Hazel.
Penn Ford and Ned Gardner,
paroled colored prisoners, were
taken in custody.again the first
penitentiary at Eddyville. They
were charged with selling liquor
thus violating their paroles.
The home of Foster Padgitt. of
Tuesday and Mr. Maddox tookHardin, was destroyed by fire
Tuesday night of this week. tzharge Wednesday morning. Mr.The
McLeod will travel for the Exaltfire originated in the attic above
:Co., of Paducah.—Hazel News.the head of the stairway and was
under such headway when mem-
bers of the family were aroused
that only a few household arti-
Judge W. F. Peterson and
family this week moved to their
farm north of Murray several
cles were saved. The building miles, where they will make
their residence. Farmer Peteand contents were insured for
will find the haunts of the old
family home familiar in many
A daughter was born to A. E. respects but lacking in many ofRev. E. B. Ramsey, pastor of
Benson and wife Tuesday night those associates that made it thee Broadway Methodist church, home of his boyhood.of this week. Mrs. Benson is at 
th
Ky., arrived here Mon- A dauhthr was born to D
$800, while the loss in consider-
ably in excees of that amount.
will remain for several days.
hundro, formerly of this county. Clothes that fit well are clothes
Pat Black ha3 accepted a Po3i- that look well. The custom-tail-
tion with E. S. Diuguid Ar Son ored suit, made of substantial,
and will have charge of the fur- fashionable fabric—tailored to
niture store commencing next
Monday. Pat is a well known
citizen and has many friends in
the county.
Don't fail to go to R. R. Rob-
erts' (near Pine Bluff) Saturday.
He will have seed oats, seed po-
tatoes and ship stuff. He also
has a new stock of dry goods and
hardware and a new lot of to-
bacco canvass. —
week for Cincinnati to buy new
merchandise for Siedd& Co.
H. E. Holton attended the Lo-
uisville auto show this week and
transacted business also during
him absence.
Be sure to go to R. R. Roberts
(near Pine Bluff) Saturday and
Monday with your eggs and your
chickens. Eggs 20c, hens 14c.
Miss Ila Rudd left the first of
the week for Marshall county
where she will be the guest of
-relatives for two weeks or more.
For Sale or Trade.—Groceries,
horses, hogs, pigs, cows, second Mrs. Clyde Downs, arrived here
hand buggies, wagon and rags. Monday and is at the home of
See Y. E. Williams at Coles gro- Mrs. Wikerson. She will poesi-
eery. bly enter the hospital here for
H. G. Wadlington, Mrs. Wells
and Miss Willie Baker left Mon-
day for St. Louis' to buy dry
goods and millinery for Wadling-
on Co.
Mrs. Oran Keys, of Brockport,
111.--,4a a patient--in—the Murray
Surgical Hospital where she un-
derwent an operation the first of
the week.
---E...1-13aale.attancledzi1uanula-
'vine auto show this week. Mrs.
Beale was the guest of her sis-
ter, Mrs. Martin, in Mayfield,
during his absence.
W. P. Brizendine and wife left
thellitriir: the -week—for
Louis and Chicago to buy a com-
plete line of dry goods and shoes
for the new store in this city:
Thos. Cathcart, a well known
resident of the Locust Grove
section, died last Friday. He
was 70 years of age and died af-
ter a lingering illness of lung
trouble.
old friends.—Cadiz Record.
Noble Harris, who has a posi-
tion in the state auditor's office,
department of insurance, spent
several days of the past week in
the city. Together with his fam-
ily returned to Frakfort Tuesday
and expect to make that city-
their home for some time.
Jethro Maddox. formerly of
the News, has bought the J. D.
McLeod grocery. The deal made
day and is assisting Rev. Hassell Julian Dismukes and wife, of
in a series of meetings at ttie Paducah. last Friday. Mrs. Dia-
Methodist church this week. mukes is at the home of her pa-
Rev. Ramsey is a very able man rents, E. D. Miller and wife, in
and large congregations are hear- Hazel. Dr. Wm. Mason, Sr., is
ing his sermons at both after- now a great-grandfather and
noon and night services. He was present when the little miss
made her arrival in the world.
He was present at the birth of
each member of the three gener-
ations.
The firm of Orr Bros., who
an individual measure—embodies have been located at Crossland
not only perfect fit, but the good
appearance that marks anything
well made. Quality is proven by
appearance—the looks of a', cus-
tom-tailored suit is an added
element which comes from qual-
ity. Your measure:correctly tak-
en and a perfect fitting suit gua-
ranteed at $15 or more.—T. J.
Stubblefield.
for the past several years, will
move to Hazel the first of March
and will open up a stock of goods
in the Rose building now occu-
pied by W. J. Bridges' grocery.
Mr. Bridges has rented the con
ner building, east side of Main
street, and will move his stock
within he next few days.----Ha-
zel News.
WHY WAIT? 
Why wait until spring to buy your Screen Wire and Doors?
Screen Wire has already advanced and will likely be hard
to get later.
We can sell you now at the OLD PRICES.
Do your screening now while you can't do much else, and
be ready for your regular spring work when time comes.
ANYTHING YOU NEED IN LUMBER?
Hughes iiirvan Lumber Co:
ttireni$0018XMCSON SIXSOCSOCIVEVIMX$0310tiCSUM30413111
felting tree and ,sustained inp-
riel that may- cripple him 'tor
life. The knee cap was bursted
and the flesh from his knee to
the foot almost entirely stripped
from the injured member.
C. L. Jordan, former sheriff
of Calloway county and who now
resides across the line in Graves,
got to close to the business end
Of a mule last week and as a re-
sult he counted stars several
hoors. His injuries, while very
painful, are not serious. He was
at the home of Mark Ligon when
the accident occurred.
50,000 lbs. Poultry Wasted in Cherry.
We will pay 18e cents In trade
for hens, 7 cents for roosters in
trade; 12 cents cash for hens,
18 cents for eggs'. These prices
for February 28, 29 and March 1.
We will give one bag good flour
to the person bringing the larg-
est amount of produce.—W. L.
Baucom & Son, Cherry. -- -
Listen.—Iy you want red top
SEED, red clover SEED, sweet clo-
ver SEED, white and mixed—oat
SEED, winter turf oat SEED, or-
chard grass SEED, blue grass
SEED. sudan grass SEED we have it.
Also nitrogen for inoculating_ for
sweet an alfalfa Clover.—Sexton
Brothers: =42
Poultry and Eggs.—Hens 13i
cents, roosters 7 cents in trade,
eggs 18 cents. -Prices effective
Monday, TheWay and Wednes-
day next week, Feb. 28-29 Mch. 1.
We will make close prices on all
goods.—Cherry & Young, Cherry
Wanted:—An industrious man
who can earn $100 per month and
expenses retailing our products
to farmers. Must have some
means and contract signed by 2
men.—W. T. Rawleign Co. Free-
port, Ill. Give age and reference
Here's Top Prices.—Take your
eggs and hens to R. R. Roberts
(near Pine Bluff) Saturday and
Monday an get the highest mar-
ket price for them. 20 cents for
eggs, 14 cents for hens with em-
pty craws; 7 cents for roosters.
Rags.—! pay 75c per 100 for
any kind of rags in town. I es-
tablished the market for rags in
Calloway, hold your rags for me.
If I fail to see you call 18, Cumb.
phone and I'll come.—K. C. Far-
ley. .
For Exchange.—Well improv-
ed 60 acre farm 4 miles north-
west of Murray, near good school
and church, fine water. Want to
trade for larger place and cheap-
er land. Address or see T. A.
Phelps, Murray, Rt. 2.
Grinding. — Corn ground or
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Big _Nine-Cent Sale 9
This is what all these myster-
ious 9s refer to in this space.
This will begin at our store
Saturday February 26th.,
8:30 a. m. Sharp.
Ends Saturday Night, March 4.
Here will be the most notable money-saving
event this town has seen. You'll hardly
believe ydur ekes' when you see what a va-
riety of things, and what big things 9 cents
will buy.
9
9
9
9
-9
9
9 9
JOHNSON & BROACH
9L .
_L
Sp 10 and Mc Variety Store
9 
%dills Square. Murray, Cy. 9
See Otrr Big Hand Bills for List of
9 Special Bargains. 9
9 9 9 9  9 9 9
•
Seed oats at McElrittl--s-seesi - Remerritertfrat Pecker pew--
Buy your grass seed at Bucy
Bros. garden seed.
Bag of good flour 85 cents, at
-MeElrath's.
Breeding Stocl:.—Big bone Po-
land China, season 50c; also short
horn Durhsin-at 75e-eash.---.1.1.P.-
Vasseur, mile north Vancleave
Pea--Hay.-4,000 pounds first
class pea hay at 80c delivered or
75c at the barn. —Clarence Lu-
ter, south of town; 2172*
All those indebted to Broach &
Fain will please come forward
and settle as the firm has chang-
ed from Broach & Fain to T. W.
Fain. The books will be found
with Mr. Fain.
Hugh Wear, of Louisville, was
in the city this week the guest
of his father, A. M. Wear. Hugh
is with the Bushmeyer Drug Co.,
and has a lucrative position,
spending a part of the time on
the road as traveling salesman
for the company.
Ties Waited.
White and red oak ties, 6x8-8
feet long. Made from live oak.
7-inch face for No. 1 ties. No
crooked ties or windshakes. Lib-
eral inspection. Received at
Murray, Hazel, Alma, Dexter and
Hardin. For further informa-
tion write F. B. Heath, Birming-
ham, Ky. 2244'
due are headquarters for bulk
Why not pay the cash for your
hash-and get on *say atreet7—
Parker & Perdue.
Miss Camie Baker came in the
past week to be guest of her par-
ents, W. W. Baker and wire, for
some time. . - -
Mrs. Clendenon. of Cairo, M.,
has been in the city the past
week the guest of her daughter,
Mrs. Singleton.
Itching, bleeding, protruding
or blind piles have yielded to
Doan's Ointment. 5i ,c at all
stores.
Miss Lucy Griffith arrived here
Wednesday from Murray to be
the guest of friends in this coun-
ty for an indefinite period.—Ben-
ton Tribune-Democrat
Miss Wilma Creason returnie
from Murray Wednesday where
she was the guest of the fed*
allay Maddox this and theme,
week —Benton Tribune. .----
Mrs. Herbert Bailey and son
returned to Murray Tuesday af-
ter a visit to the family of J. W.
Park the past several days.—
Ben ton Tribune-Democrat.
R. T. Wells returned home iie$
Sunday from Omaha, Nebraska,
where he spent the past four
weeks attending a meeting of
the sovereign managers _of the
W. 0. W. lodge.
11*, fh,,m pi* f4s f.y.s G „S flyS M
crushed Wedneedays and Satur- Fi -
days of each weekAtt Vancleave,
east of town. Meal the best you
can get and your patronage will lk
be appreciated and prompt at-
tention given.
Lost—Clasp brooch of ama-
thysists and opals. Lost sever-
al weeks ago on the streets or at
the opera house. Prized highly
by the owner owing to it being
a gift. Return to Ledger office.
For Sale.—Full blood big bone
Poland China sow pigs, 2 months
old past Call or write Wit Stone
Lynn Grove, Ky. 2242*
Don't fail to see our bulk seed
department, the best selection of
garden see that ever came to the
city.—Parker & Perdue.
Bucy Bros. have added a nice
line of hardware. to their busi-
beige Try them,
Chase and Sanborn's famous
roasted ceffeee an teas are sold
by Bucy Bros.
Calloway County
uction ia1es Cornpanz 410.
?IN
We have established an Auction
1Sale Day for the purpose of bringing
TI 
the buyer and seller in touch with each
other. These sales will take place ev-
ery Saturday and 4th Mondays at the
It's east end of the Fields Livery Stable.
Will have stalls to put your stock in.
We will offer at public auction anything
you bring, giving the seller the right to re-
ject any bid not satisfactory. A small com-
mission will be charged on everything offer-ash ed for sale. •
Bring all articles on Saturday cir, 4th
Monday mornings. A man will be there to
give all information necessary, and to look
after your goods.
kElI can cooway1 Punty Auction Sales Comp'y.
vi st-k- Wk WVIF WIE k'Wk. i
*C. W. DRIN1KARD, Auctioneer cc
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aCASCARETS" FOR
LIVER, BOWELS
For sick headache, bad breath,
Sour Stomach and
constipation.
Get a 10 cent box now.
No odds bow bad your liver, stomach
Or bowels. how much your bead
aches, how eallerable and lacomfert-
able you are AIM constipat1011, indigos-
lion. billouttoolle and sluggisli bowels
aiwassipst-Slas4alifil Mufti
'rink Casearote.
- Dotal lot your stomach, Ilver and
bowels make you miserable. Take
Caticarets to-night: Put an end to theheadache, biliousness, dizziness. nerv-
ousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
backache and all other distress,
cleanse your inside organs of all the
bile. gases and constipated =that
:which Is producing the misery.
•A lnerE box means health, band-
Seas and a clear head for months.
No more days of gloom and distress
If you will take a Cascarit now and
then. All stores sell Cascarets Don't
forget the children-their little W-
attles need a cleansing, too. Adv.
Gentler.
"Mercy, Harold! Where did you
get that black eye?"
"Playing shinny. mot."
"How often must I tell you not to
"play those rough games? Why can't
you play hockey, like the Jour* boys
sent door?"
SAGE TEA AND SULPHUR
DARKENS YOUR GRAY HAIR
Look Years Younger! Try Grandma's
Recipe of Sage •nd Sulphur and
Nobody Will Know.
WHEN THE MEAT IS BOILED
Some Simple Rules That Must Bo Ob-
served If the Beet Results
Are to Be Hod.
Boiled meets to be palatable and
juicy must be cooked with care and al-
ways below the boiling point. To boll
meat plunge it into a kettle of boiling
water, boil rapidly for five minutes to
seal or cement the juices on the out-
side. then push it to the baek of the
stove where it cannot possibly bull, but
will remain at about Ile degrees rah.
renbeit fur ale or eight hours. A piece
of boiled meat should be juicy, tender
and rich in flavor. Add salt one hour
before the meat is done.
In all methods of cooking the ob-
ject is to make the meat tender, to
Increase Its flavor, and to lettelti Its
juicer No matter which of the meth-
ode you thane to accomplish this, we
must quickly sear the outside of the
meat to prevent the entrance of water
and the escape of the juices.
In making soups purchase the shin
or leg of beef, and use cold water to
draw out the flavoring juices. The
object is directly opposite from boil-
ing. By using cold water and cook'
lag the moat at a low temperature,
we get thr flavoring and stimulating
parts of the meat, but we cannot make
a moat soup nutritious unless we add
other materials. Clear and hot, it it
stimulating, but has no food value.
DAINTY MENU FOR BREAKFAST
First Meal of the Day io of Coneld-
• seams importance to-Ali the
Almost everyone knows that Sage
Tea and Sulphur, properly compound-
ed. brings back the natural color and
• -.1seizo-MI Abe brie teMeit Wen .7.17...akelito•
or gray; Also ends dandruff, itching
scalp gad stops falling hair. Years
ago the only way to get this mixture
was to make it at home, which is
mussy and troublesome.
Nowadays we simply ask at any
drug store for "Wyeth's Sage and Sul-
phur Hair Remedy." You will get a
large bottle for about 60 cents. Ever,'
body uses this old; famous recipe, be-
cause no one can possibly tell that
you darkened your hair, as it does It
so naturally and evenly. You dampen
a sponge or soft brush with it and
draw this through your hair, taking
one small strand at a time; by morn-
ing the gray hair disappears, and
after another application or two, your
hair.becomes beautifully dark, thick
and glossy and you look years younger
-Adv.
Too Familiar.
"Mother. may I go out with Harvey
on his bobsled?"
"Yes. Eddie. but please, dear, do not
be so familiar. Remember, do not say
bobsled. Say Robert sled, like a good
little boy."
- 
Don't Neglect Kidneys
Swamp-Root.Dr. Kilmer's Prescrip-
tion, Overcomes Kidney Trouble
it is now conceded by physicians that
the kidneys should have more attention
as they control the other organs to a re-
markable degree and do a tremendous
amount of wick in removing the poisons
and waste matter from the system by
filtering the blood.
Tle kidneys should receive some as-
sistance when needed. We take less ex-
sense, drink less water and often eat more
rich, heavy food, thereby forcing the kid-
ney, to do more work than nature in-
tended. Evidence of kidney trouble, such
as lame back, annoying bladder troubles,
smarting or burning. brickduirt or sedi-
ment. sallow complexion, rheumatism,
maybe weak or irregular heart action,
warns you that your kidneys require nelp
immediately to avoid more serious trou-
ble.
An ideal herbal compound that hae had
most remarkable success as a kidney and
bladder remedy is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root.. Time is nothing else hie it. It
is Dr. Kilmer's prescription used in pri-vate practice and it is sure to benefit you.Get a bottle from your druggist.
However, if Ton wish first to test thisgreat preparation, wend ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton. N, 1"., for a
sample bottle. vt ben writing be sure aid
mention this paper.—Adv.
Claims Greatest 011 Land Control.
E .1. r)oheny, president of the Mex-
ican Petroleum company, has an-
flounced that the new S150.e0emtea
Pan-American Petroleum and Trans
non company will centre] the largest
oil territory in the world under a sin
gle ownership.
DON'T LOSE ANOTHER HAIR
Treat Your Scalp With Cuticura and
Prevent Flair Felling. Trial Free.
For dandruff:itching, burning scalp,
, the cause of dry, thin and falling hair.
4 Cuticura Soap and Ointment are most
effective. Touch spcts"cf dandruff and
. Itching with Cuticura Ointment. Then
shampoo with Cuticura Soap and hot
water. ,No treatment more successful.
, Free sample each by mall with Book,..
- Andreas poetcaXd: i`iiticura. -1:io$ la
n. Sold everywhere.-Adri
'
re are times when i Waimea low
• that saesuffers in silence.
e • •
— —
-
- Family. -
The question of the breakfast menu
depends upon the individual taste.
The fruit should not be too cold. The
fruits in season should naturally be
served If the tray is of ample size
a small compote tilled with cherries
and currants arranged together on
shaved ice is attractive. Oranges
should never be sent up on a tray un-
prepared. Hot toast, preferably un-
buttered, seems to be growing in favor
for breakfast, though other hot breads
are frequently served.
Popovers and crisp corn muffins are
excellent for breakfast if tOey con let_
*erred- ai al 'baked, and with
them there should be marmalade of
some variety. It is a wise plan to see
that the tray is always supplied with
a little jar of jam or marmalade.
Staffordshire English Mince Tarts.
One•half pound of flour, one tea-
spoonful of salt, four ounces of lard
and one teaspoonful of baking powder
and enough ice water to mix dough.
Sift dry ingredients, rub In lard and
mix to a stiff dough with Ice water.
'Let It Stand for one hour in • cool
place. Roll out thin and cover • pie
plate with the paste. Fill with mince-
meat, then put stripe one half inch
wide across the to, in lattice fashion,
to cover the pie. Brush with white of
beaten egg and bake In moderate
oven until well browned. When ready
to cut place one teaspoonful of orang
marmalade on each piece. Serve hot
with a mug from the wassail bowl.
To btew the wassail—Place in a
large punchbowl one lemon and one
orange sliced thin, two sticks of cin-
namon. one-half teaspoonful of grated
nutmeg; pour over this ore gallon of
boiling eider. Let this mixture cool
and then cut into quarters four apples
that have been previously roasted.
Serve this drink in punch glasses or
mugs.
Make the Beds Correctly.
To make up a bed so that it will be
smooth, tuck the clothes in. one piece
at a time, at the sides, and complete
the work all but tucking the clothes
In at the foot. Now draw the clothes
_down. one at a time, as taut as possi-
ble, and tuck them in at the foot. The
bed will be far nicer looking than
would be otherwise possible. If the
bed is of iron or brass, which does
not permit of tucking in the coverlet,
tuck in the other clothes as directed.
placing the coverlet over all.
Fish Souffle.
One-half pound cooked fish, two
eggs, two ounces butter, pepper and
salt to taste, anchovy sauce if liked
Pound up the fish, melt the butter, add
it to the fish with the beaten yolks of
eggs and seasoning. Beat up the
whites of eggs to a stiff froth, add
them lightly to the other mixture in
the pie dish and bake in a quick oven
about twenty minutes.
Barley Water.
Wash one and a half tablespoonfuls
barley, cover with cold water and
steak over night: in the morning add
water to one pint, boll until tender
and the liquid reduced to one cupful.
Strain, season with salt, adding a lit-
tle milk or cream If deilred. Rice wa-
ter is prepared as barley water, only
shorter cooking.
Lung-Trouble Drink.
  Wash clean a few ildeces of Irish
moss, put in a pitcher and pour over
It two cupfuls boiling water; set
-where It will keep at boiling point. hut
not boil, for two hours, strain and
squeeze into it the juice of one lemon;
sweeten to taste. If the patient can-
not take lemon, flavor ‘vith vanilla or
nutmeg.
Ironing Calicoes.
Dark calicoes should be ironed on
the wrong , side with irons that are
not too hot.
•
To Darn Old Linen.
The raveled threads from old Brien
will he found beet for darning table-
elettlist or napkInii.
•
CARRIERS OF DISEASE
Dogs Blamed for Spread of Ail-
ments Among Farm Stook.
Department et Agetewitwee Reeently
issued Oulletin on Subject—
Should S. Controlled one
Property Cared For.
(tly M C HALL, Pe. D.)
The dog In the country la a useful
and pleasant adjunct to the farm If he
Is properly controlled and cared for,
but when neglected. may readily bei-
come a carrier of disease to stock, In
additioa to gaining opportealtY to kill
Shoop sal iestroy garden* and other
property. Dog ordln•oeits, as • -gen-
eral rule, have been intended chiefly
to curb the dog's power of doing harm
by attacking, biting, killing or run
fling sheep or stock. The part that he
plays as • carrier of diseases to ani-
mals only recently has been remit-
▪ according to the department of
aviculture, which has issued a bul-
letin (No. 169) on the subject, "The
Dog as a Carrier of Parasites and Dis-
eases."
Of the diseases carried to stock by
dogs, the footeati-month dittoes", is
probably of the greatest interest at
this time. In this nasts the dog acts as
a mechanical carrier of infection. The
dog which runs across an infected
farm easily may carry in the dirt on
his feet the virus of this most conta-
gious of animal diseases to other farms
and thus spread the disease to the
neighboring herds. In Infected locali-
ties it is absolutely essential, there-
fore, to keep al[ dogs chained and
never to allow Went off the WM en-
copt on leash.
There are, however, many other
maladies in the spread of which the
dog takes an active part—rabies, hy-
date], ringworm. favus, double-pored
tapeworm. roundworm and tongue
worm are often conveyed to human
beings in this way. It occasionally
happens also that the dog helps fleas
and ticks In transmitting bubonic
plague or the deadly spotted fever.
. WILCO dletkeat- a caused -by the
presence in the liver, kidneys, brain.
lungs and other organs, of a bladder-
worm or larval tapeworm. Bladder.
worms are often as large as an orange
and may be larger. A dog which Is
allowed to feed on carrion or the raw
viscera of slaughtered animals may
eat all or part of a bladder worm con-
taining numerous tapeworm heads
These tapeworm heads develop into
small segmented tapeworms in the in.
testines of the dog. The tapeworms
In turn develop eggs which are passed
out in the excrement of the dog. They
are spread broadcast on grass and In
drinking water where animals can
very well eat them and thus become
Head of a Dog Split in Half to Show
Three Tonguewerms in the Nasal
Cavity. •
Infected. The hog is particularly li-
able to this disease because of its root-
ing habits. The eggs may get into
human food, and persons who allow
dogs to lick their hands and face also
run  tha -risk of getting the eggs et
the tapeworm in their systems.
Prevention on the farm consists in
so restraining the dog that he cannot
get at carrion or raw viscera. Viscera
phould be boiled before being fed to
dogs and should never be thrown on
the fields. If not cooked and fed,
viscera and carcasses should be
burned, buried with lime, or so dis-
posed of as not to be accessible to
dogs. Proper feeding of the dog is
essential, and the owner who does not
feed a dog properly has no right to
keep one.
ICE DURING SUMMER MONTHS
Commodity Which Every Farmer Can
Have by Little Attention to
Storage in Winter.
Ice is a commodity which almost
every farmer can have during the
summer months If a little attention is
given to the proper methods of stor-
age during severe cold weather.
A common type of ice house, and
one that seems to give good satisfac-
tion, is a pit dug In the ground or on
the side of a slope, covered with a
board roof to keep out the snow and
rain and serve as a shade. Straw in
used between the walls of the pit and
the Ice. One instance has been ob-
served where baled straw was used
with good results.
In the construction of any ice house,
whether pit or above ground, the
walls should be properly insulated so
that they will not admit heat from the
outside. Ventilation should be pro-
vided for the space above the ice by
an opening at each end near the pest
of the roof.
A Good "Side Line."
A profitable aide line that can be
worked at odd times when other work
Is slack will go_ far toward boosting
the income of the average farm.
Where there is a ledge of salable
stone a quarry may be made to fill in
gaps in the labor- schedule. An out-
cropping of 'limestone uuir- Made
profitable to the advantage or the
whole neighborhood by the installa-
tion of a stone c:usher or a pulverizer
to furnish ground limestone.
FERTILIZER FOR THE GARDEN
Meet Stitlefeeteey to Supply Liberel
Guientitlos of All Elements 0e-
Relent In Sell.
In a vegetable garden where so man)
plants are grown with such varying
plant food requirement, it Is entirely
Impracticable to attempt to compound
fertiliser formulas suitable for the
various groups of vegetables. It is
far more satisfactory to supply liberal
quantities of all the fertilising ele-
ments deficient in the soil, In this way
each plant will be suMciently supplied
with plant food for full development.
says Bulletin 106 of the Georgia eta-
(ion.
Animal manures of almost any kind
are good for enriching the Virden SOB.
le feet. tt ti quite diMcUlt to main-
tain the fertility of a soil so heavily
cropped as a vegetable garden unless
there Is an available supply of animal
manures of some kind Horse stable
manure is the most convenient to ap-
ply; and ills very excellent for a gar-
den, provided there is not too much
coarse particles of bedding applied
just before the garden is to be planted.
Winter is a good time to apply ma-
nure to the garden soil. The manure
should be hauled out and spread over
all the garden ere& that is not occu-
pied with vegetables. Even then the
manure may be strewn ailing between
the rows of vegetables and allowed to
decompose until the vegetables are
taken off and the soil turned for *B-
other crop There is little dangle' Of
applying too much Melee manure to
the garden soil. If the manure Is well
decomposed. or If applied and plowed
in I month or two before planting
time, It may be used at the rate of 25
to 30 tons per acre with beneficial at
fact to tho crops grown.
PRESERVE THE FENCE POSTS
Average Farmer Can Secure Profit-
able Results by Heating Butts
In Boiling Creosote.
The question of fence - posts is get-
ting to be a serious one. Wooden
posts are mounting In price very rap-
idly tied are quite often of poor pal-
lty. Iron and cement posts are-com-
ing Into use but there are objections
to them because of cost, weight, diffi-
culty of attaching wire and the crum-
bling of concrete in alkaline soils
Railroad and telephone companies,
using ties and poles, have the same
conditions to contend with. They
have reduced expenses a good deal by
the use of coal tar creosote preserva-
tive, forcing it into the ties and pole
butts by hydraulic pressure in closed
tankM-1111121-1 giant is not available
to the average farmer but he can get
much of the same result by heating
the butts of posts In boiling creosote
for one-half to three or four hours, ac-
cording to the species of the wood.
and then letting the posts cool in the
liquid.
The beat forces a part of the air
out of the wood and as the post cools
the air that is left in the wood con-
tracts and the partial vacuum thus
formed draws the creosote into the
wood for a one-quarter or one-half
inch or more If this cannot be done.
it will pay to paint or dip the butt
of the post, for even this will afford
considerable protection against rot
time
JACK FOR LIFTING VEHICLES
Handy Device May Be Constructed
--Our-of One.by*iiiir-Iiiih-lleards-
Hay Wire Holds Lever.
To make a jack for lifting wagons
and buggies, take a 24-inch length of
1 by 4 board for a base and nail a
20-inch 1 by 4 upright on each side.
Bore half-inch holes through these
Handy Wagon Jack.
uprights every 3 inches the full length
of both boards. Fit a 30-inch piece of
I by 4 between them for a lever, with
several half-inch holes through it 60
it can be adjusted to any position, and
with grooves in the upper edge. A
length of common hay wire will hold
the adjustment for heavy wagons,
etc. If a stronger lack is needed the
1 by 4's may be replaced by lumber of
2 by 4 dimensions.
GREAT BENEFIT IN ROTATION
Prevents Diseases and Insect Pests—
Insects Thrive Only on Certain
Kind of Plants.
The successlee crepe in any rotation
should be so selected and arranged
that no two upon which the same pest
may thrive will be grown in succes-
sion.
The principles cf disease control by
means of crop rotation are based upon
the fact that c• tam n pests .an thrive
only on certaid kinds of plants.
Therefore, when the crops are
changed and the food supply thereby
cut off, the pests must perish or be
greatly rtelaced In number.
Scat Ration fee Sheep:-
7.'im0.4 hay Is a very poor sheep
foragf (lover. alfalfa and oats with
some -bran form a better ration.
entan'd
groblem
How to Feel Well During Middle
1,---1-41fo. Told-by Threur-Woinen Who- --I4r
Tearned-from Experience.
The Change of Life is a most critical period of -I
woman's existence, and neglect of health at this time invites
disease and pain. Women everywhere should remember
that there is no other remedy known to medicine that will
so successfully carry women through this trying period as
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from
native roots and herbs. Read these letters:—
Philadelphia, Pa.—"I started the Change of We
five years ago. I always had a headache and back-
ache with bearing down pains and I would have
heat flashes very bad at turn's with dizzy spells and
nervous feelings. After taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound I feel like a new person and
am in better health and no more troubled with
the aches and pahui I had before I took your won-
derful remedy. I recommend it to my friends for!
cannot praise it enough.”—Mrs. )1A1osairr (a:ABB-
Y" 769 N. Ringgold St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Beverly, Mw.—"! took Lydia E. Pinkham'sVegetable Compound, for nervousness and dyspepsia, when I wasgoing through the Chanp of life. I found it very helpful and Ihave always spoken of it to other women who ati.&r as I did andhave had them try it and they also have received
:ff)od results from it."— Mrs. Gicouos A. Duman,
33 Roundy St., Beverly, Mass,
Erie, Pa.—"! was in poor health when theChange of Life started with me and I took Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, or I think I
atould 110 11.9-TO uot . 'ON/air if, !.._a easy-se-IPA.- .71r4t!&
now if I o not feel good I take the Compound
and it restores me in a short time. I will praise
your remedies to every _woman for it may help
them as it has me."—Mrs. E. 'immix°, 931 East
24th St., Erie, Pa.
•
No other medicine has been so successful in relieving woman's
suffering as has Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound:
Women may receive free and helpful advice by writing the Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. fluch letters are remitted
and answered by women only and held in strict confidenee.
Affected by 'War Business." .
The population of Bridgeport, CettM.
Is estimated to have increased during
the present year by about 35,000—
growing from 115,00u-to 150,000. Twen-
ty thousand perform are said to be em-
ployed in Bridgeport by one concern.
in three shifts of eight hours each.
This phenomenal activity is the result
of "war business."
MOTHER! LOOK AT
CHILD'S TONGUE
If cross, feverish, constipated,
give "California Syrup
of Figs."
A laxative today saves a lick child
tomorrow. Children simply will not
take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets sluggish; stomach
BOUT.
Look at the tongue, mother it coat-
ed, or your child is listless, cross, fev-
erish, breath bad, restless, doesn't eat
heartily, full of cold or has sore throat
or any other children's ailtikent, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," then don't worry, because it Is
perfectly harmless, and in a few hours
all this constipation poison, sour bile
and fermenting waste will gently
move out of the bowels, and you have
a well, playful child again. A thor-
ough "Inside cleansing" Is ofttimee all
that is necessary. It should be the
first treatment given in any sickness.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
Ask at the store for a 50-cent bottle of
"California Syrup of Fits." stitch has
full directions for babies, children of
all ages and for grownups plainly
printed on the bottle. Adv.
Expert Advice.
"What would you do about this
deadlock '!"
"Get a key to the situation."
DEATH LURKS IN A WEAK HEARTso on first symptoms use "Renovine
and be cured. Delay and pay the awful
penalty. "Renovine" is the heart's
remedy. Price $1.00 and &ft.-Adv.
Paper matches are built into a new
paper cigarette box.
New Uniform for Cuba's Navy.
The general staff of the Cuban navy
has appointed a committee to study
designs for a new uniform for the offi-
cers and enlisted men ot the navy. The
present uniform, which is almost ex-
scaly like that used by the ['tilted
States, is said to be too expensive for
Cuba. New equipment will also be
sought by the committee for the Cu
ban naval cadets.
THE GIRL WITH A
CLEAR SKIN WINS
If you, too, are embarrassed by a
pimply, blotchy, unsightly complexion,
just try Resinol Soap regularly for a
week and see If it does not make a
blessed difference in your skin. In
severe cases a little Resinol Ointment
should also be used. Resale' Soap
helps to make red, rough hands and
arms soft and white, and to keep the
hair healthy and free from dandruff.
Resinol Soap contains no free alkali;
sold by all druggists.—Adv.
Heard In a Boarding House.
The Butter—I have age and rank.
The Sugar—I have plenty of sand
The Coffee—I admit my weakness
A NEGLECTED COLD
is often followed by pneumonia. Be-fore it is too late take Laxative Quint-dine Tablets. Gives prompt relief incases of Coughs, Colds, La Grippe andHeadache. Price 25c.—Adv.
For Pleasure Only.
"I suppose you bought your auto Lc
save time"
"No, to kill time."
Vee Marta* after Expeirure 5. cite&Cutting Winds and Dust. It Restore*.Refreshes and Promotes Eye Health.Good for all Eyes that Need Care.sturine Rye Remedy Co.. Chicago.Bends bye Book on request.
The mat, who Is unable to live with-
in his income must live without IL
-Plesitant Pellets are theoriginal little liver pills put up 40 yearsago. They regulate liver and bowels.—Adv.
Naturally poets are born, but cooksare better paid. There's a reason!
Piles Relieved by First Application•54 -11,4 in co bon by PAlkil 01611116NT. asusivonkal mouldy for &II furies of Mos 1.**80•18refund mummy it it tails fils.
Many a bluffer has a wife that heIs unable to bluff.
1 
\Vritc. Us a Postal Card Today
Just say:---"Please send me free full information how I can ob-tain a complete set of Oneida Community Par Plate Muer-' ware free by saving the trade mark signatures from packages of. ,
SKINNER'S SMPAACGAHREOTNTI I aphRdobuc Ts
We will answer by jeturn mad and, in addition, will send 'nu abeautiful 36 page hook of reckes. Skinner's products are thehighest quility and help you cut down wonderfully on meat billsSKINNER MANUFACTURING CO.Pt. 1J, t Afecereei Podory in 4 meant Omiska, U. s I
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AILING WOMEN
NEED THIS FAMOUS
DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
Thousands of women who are now
blessed with robust health cannot un-
derstand why thousands of other wool-
en continue to worry and stiffer from
ailments peculiar to women when they
sae obtain for a trifling sum Dr
Platce's Favorite Prescription which
will surely and quickly :banish all
pain, distress and misery and restore
the womanly functions to health.
This prescription of Dr. Pierce's ex-
tracted from roots and herbs is a tem-
perance remedy.
To get rid of irregularities, or ca-
tarrhal condition, to avoid pain at cer-
tain times, to overecnue irritabtlit7
and weakneee, waste no time, but get
Pieree'v leavorite Prescription In
liquid or tablet form this very day.
"AN URIC!"
NEWEST IN CHEMISTRY
This is a recent discovery of Doctor
Pierce, head of the Invalids' Hotel,
auffalo, N. Y *Ezperimauts for sev•
eral years proved that there is no
other eliminator of uric acid compti-
rabie. For those easily recognized
symptoms of inflammation-as back-
ache, scalding urine and frequent Uri-
nation, as well as sediment in the
urine, or if uric acid In the blood has
Massed rheumatism, "Anttrie" acts
quickly. In rheumatism of the joints,
In gravel and gout, invariably the
pains and stiffness which so frequently
and persistently accompany the Ma-
ttes* rapidly disappear.
Bend Dr. Pierce 10e for large trial
!package. Full treatment 60c. All
Idraggista
The Test.
"How can I be sure you love my
daughter for herself alone?"
"Put all her money In my name and
see if I don't marry her anyhow?"
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
To half pen of webs, add 1 ea. Par Um, •
snail box of Barb° Curepoesti, sad IS os. of
glyeertee. Apply to the hair tetra • week
mail it biomes the desired glade. Ally drug-
gist can put, this up or you ma mix it as
home at very little east. It will gradually
darken streaked, bided gray hair, sad re-
moves dandruff. 11 is eseellent for falling
lair and will make hula bait soft sod glom/.
It will set 1811or the scalp, le sot *dirk, os
greasy, and doss sot rub ol.--Ady.
- Historical Record. Lost.
There are two great nations of an-
tiquity whose Inscriptions cannot yet
be road-the Etruscans and the lilt-
Mow The Etruscans occupied • part
of Italy corresponding roughly to what
is now known as Tuscany. The mt.
Woe at one time occupied a part of
Palestine, and united with the Canaan-
ite* to resist the invasion by the
Israelites under Joshua. The Etrus-
can and Iiittlin inscriptions have thus
far rosistod the attempts of scholars_
-to decipher them. though so one
knows when someone may stumble on
a bilingual inscription which will serve
as • key, Just as the Rosetta stone, dig-
covered in Egypt in 1799, served MI a
key to (he Egyptian hieroglyphics. tn
the new world, the so-called Maya In'
scriptions, found on the ruins in Yuca-
tan, are also a puzzle to scientists.-
Christian Herald
V` •
At Work on Magnetic Survey.
The magnetic survey vessel, the
Carnegie. at present under the com-
mand of J. P. Ault of the department
of terrestrial magnetism, arrived at
Port Lyttiratom New Zealand, on No-
vember 3, after a successful continu-
ous trip of 90 days from Dutch Har-
bor, Alaska. Leaving Port Lyttleton
on December 5, the Carnegie is now
engaged on the accomplishment of the
circumnavigation of the region be-
tween the parallels 60 degrees and 60
degroeo south, where almost no mag-
netic data have been obtained during
the last 76 years.
No Doubt.
"Money has wings."
"I suppose that Is why we speak of
taking a flyer."
---"
Whenever Toy Need a General Tonle
Take Grove's
The Old Standard Grove's resteless
chill Tonic is equally valuable as a Gee-
oral Tonic because it contains the well
known tunic properties 0( QUININE and
IRON. It acts on the Liver, Drive* out
Malaria. Enriches the Blood and Builds
up the Whole System. 50 cents.
laeng In Secret Service,
William J. Flynn, chief of the fed
eral secret service, the man responsi-
ble for unearthing the alleged foreign
spy system, Is a native of New York.
and, save for six months, has been in
the government service since 1897.
.Durine 1910-1911 he reorganised the
Plow York detective bureau and then
returned to government service. Ile
began life as a plumber, but cherished
a desire to be a detective. Soon after
being appointed to the secret service
be became a division chief and was as-
signed to the Pittsburgh division. He
was transferred to New York in 1900
and later was assigned to the task of
safeguarding the Russian and Jap-
anese'peace commissioners at Porte
mouth.
Putting Papa Wise.
"Papa," said the hopeful youth, "can
you tell me what is natural philoso-
phy?"
"Of course I can," said papa, proud
and relieved to find that there was a
least something he could tell his off
spring. "Natural philosophy is the
science of cause and reason. Now
for instance, you see the steam corn
Mg out of the spout of the kettle, bu
you don't know why or for what rea-
son it does so, and-"
"Oh. but I do, papa." chirped th
hope of the household. 'The reason
the steam comes out of the kettle I
so that mamma may open your letter
without your knowing it.
Miss Geneva Moeser. twenty-one.
suceeds her deceased father as audi-
tor of St. Clair, Missouri.
•
Better Corn Flakes
made by a brand new process—mighty tasty and
always ready to serve.
Pestew Toasties
resulting from years of practice and study, are the
inner sweet meats of choicest Indian Corn skilfully
toasted to a crackly. golden-brown crispness.
By a new process the true corn flavour, unknown
to corn flakes of the past, is brought out in every flake.
As you pour Toasties from the package, note the _
little pearly "puffs" on the flakes—a distinguishing
characteristic of these New Toasties. Another point—
they don't mush down when cream or milk is added.
Insist upon these distinctive corn flakes—the
New Post Toasties —
They're New and Different. -
and Mighty Good!
—sold by Grocers everywhere.
Fin Hubbard EssaysINEMNI1 
TH' WORLD TDAY
Sy KIN HUSSARS.
It's been about thirty-five years since
ole Marsh Swallow used t' drop In Cale
riuhart's sanctum of a women' an'
look over th' only doily paper that
come t' town an' then put his steel
rimmed spectacles back in a tin case
en' remark: "Well, Cale, it looks like
th' world vruz gain' r 114.- I reckon
a good many foils arrive at UV same
cobclusion Cdsy after they skim over
th' newspaper headlines. Yet look
back at th' things that have happened
sine* °Is Marsh Swallow's day-things
that threatened th' very life o' tie na-
tion--an' then look at th' world t'day.
She chugs along as merrily as you
please without even a loose fender
We're all too ready t' view with
med. rueh*gaight strides that even
a cold baked p'tato may be utilised.
This is an age o' eupervision an' In-
spection. Even folks who board know
what they're 'stip'. Civic pride an'
love o' personal adornment le pea*
tratin' ter in' th rural distilled. DM
ramblers cling about tb' moot bitable
homes, while th' farmer who'.0 tame-
quainted with th' twists an' turns of a
loud four-in-hand is tte exception. Life
satin' machinery has replaced th'
time churn an' washboard.' Carpea-
teri quit work in th' middle o' th' af-
ternoon, an' prunes are kept under
glass. Great charity organizations
look after th' cold an' starvin' who fer'
git t' work in lb' summer, an' schemes
'Ole Marsh Swallow Used t' Drop in Cale Fluhart's Sanctum of a Mornin'
an' Look Over th' Only Daily Paper That Come t' Town an' Then Put
His Steel Rimmed Spectacles lack In a Tin Case an' Remarkt "Well,
Cale, It Looks Like th' World Wus golre t' 14-1."
Mani. Ws -give up too may after
readin' th' newspapers. Jest because
some feller kills his wife an' shoots
himself in th' arm is no reason why we
should all prepare ter th'.trorst. „FILO
-"in( penici
.
'chits ;raves come ad'
go an' are soon forgotten. In spite of
all th' newspaper headlines to' th' con-
trary th' world is growin' better an'
it's a great privilege t' live in it even
if you're Peddli.11' lead pencil...
There's an ever increasin' demand ter
croquet sets, an' skilled scientists are
devotin' ther best licks t' th' prolong-
in' o' human life. Th' softenin' influ-
ence o' women an' girls in th' trades
aa' professions tends t' sweeten lee 
bor. easy modes o' transportation
brings friends an' relatives t' tla' do-
eat intimacy. It's some world.
This is th' age o' runnel' in debt,
which proves our confidence in th'
future. Th' elimination o' waste has
o' ever' Nut are -provided for those
who neglected t' iearn a trade. It's a
Veal world.
An industrial relapse has been
_ za-cr'• :srbac- =wee-
invention, an' moral ruin has been in-
variably linked with ever' social
spasm, yet here we are.
Don't git a warped view o' life on
account of a few scattered crepes.
n't lose Interest in life because
some wife murderer tits paroled, or
a bank wrecker gas a new trial. Don't
become a sallow calamity howler with
a clogged liver an' a vibratin' Adam's
apple on account o' th' ankle
watch an' isinglass II 'a. Ther's
still lots o' good in th' world outside
th' cafe belt.
Wear th' smile o' optimism, even if
it does make you look like a young
widower.
Our Mania fer Amusement
That our modern mania fer enter-
tainment Is fast underminin' th' spir-
itual an' commercial life o' th' nation
beyond a doubt is th' opinion o' Rev.
Wiley Tenger, who, last night, ad-
dressed th' graduatin' class o' Dal
Plum's barber college. After deplorin'
th' passin' o' th' ole family circle an'
th' underskirt Dr. 'ranger said in part
as follows:
"Followite close upon th' heels o'
our craze t' be amused, has come a
brazen an' almost brutal indifference
toward work. Tdat a Job is regarded
as merely a steppin' stone t' a vaca-
tion-t: swell clothes an' a good time.
Sunday is marked by th' hurl-yin' an'
scurryin' o' those on pleasure bent.
Decoration day has lost its identity
an' Saturday night Is an orgy. Th'
player planner with its ragtime roils
has backed th' library ont' th' back
porch, an' a stack o' phonograph rec-
ards has th' place o' honor on th' cen-
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join th' merrymakers on th rialto.
"A feller used t' sort o' give up an'
settle down at forty, after a few love
affairs an' a couple of excursions, but
t'clay. a feller is young as long as he
kin git shaved an' dress th' part. Even
th' mothers o' t'day Indulge in our fan-
tastic excesses as long as they kin
git a switch t' match an' are able t'
button ther backs. About all that re-
mains o' th' old order o' things is th'
American breakfast, an' it has been
modified until its hardly worth gittin'
up fer. Oh. few tie ole-tina• soother
who regarded duty as a mere episode,
an' oh, fer th' ole-time father who
changed th' appearance o' th' whole
neighborhood ever' time he wore a
collar.
"'What Shall We Do t' Be Savedr
is no longer th' thought uppermost in
our souls. Th' question o' t'day is.
'What Shall We Do T'NIGHT7' "
Many o' our representative citizens
"Th' Thirst fer Pleasure Ha  Long Since infested th' Broad, Profitable Farms
o' th' Countryside, an' th' Tanned an' Brawny Sons o' th' Wealthy Farmer
Perch Dejectedly on th' Barbed Fences an' Sigh for th' Conjested City
With its Smells an' Tribulations, While His Daughters Droop an' Fade
at th' Prospect o' Endin' Ther Days Si ter Removed From th' Centers o'
Danger an' Merriment"
ter table once held by th' family Bible.
Ma' theaters run th' year around an'
music an' vaudeville are served with
our chops. After ever' little task
comes a longin' fer diversion. Wom-
en can't shop without • film between
ever' purchase. Our very churches
have kitchens an' stereopticon lan-
tern. A movin• picture theater
thrives where three grocers failed be
Th' thirst fer pleasure has long
since infested tle broad profitable
farms o' th' countryside, an' th' tanned
an' brawny sons o' th' wealthy farmer
perch dejectedly on Lb' barbed fences
an' sigh fer th' contested city with its
smells an' tribulations, while his
daughters droop an' fade at th• woe-
pact o' endln' ther days so far removed
from tit' Centers o danger an merri-
ment in th' busy factory an' dingy
sweat shop men an' women count the
minutes till knockhe off time when
they are t' hurry home an' doll up an'
deeply regret Dr. Tanger's remarks,
an' regard his address as twin' dis-
couragin• t' capital. President McGee
o' th' Excelsior-Comfort Factory chal-
lenges th' 'truth o' many o' Dr. Tang-
er's assertions, growth' particularly
heated as he denied that ^Ly one o'
his three employees hurried home
after work t' dress up. lie also went
so fer as t' say that t' his certain
knowledge over one-half o' his em-
pioyees had nevL r seen a film much
leas a cafe. However, th' sentiment
agin Dr. Tenger cooled an' softened
considerably toward evenin' when it
wits learned he has dyspepsia.
(Copyright, Adams Newapaper service.)
Kern It Was IStmething Preneh.
"I- am afraid your daughter, Mrs.
Comeup. has not enough tavoir-faire."
Mbar me' Dge you think we'll have
to wait until the war is over to get
her more tram Paris."
CALOMEL MAKES YOU SICK, UGH!
IT'S MERCURY AND SALIVATES
Straighten Up! Don't Lose a Day's Work! Clean Your Sluggish
Liver and Bowels With "Dodson' $ Liver Tone."
Ugh! Calomel makes you *kik Take
• dues et the vile, dangerous drug to-
night and tomorrow you may loss a
day's work.
Calomel is mercury or quicksilver
which causes nuroels of the bones
Calomel, when it comes Into 'outwit
WWI OWN bile crashes Into it, break
tall NEL This le when you feel that
awful nausea and entropies. It you
feel sluggish and "all knocked out," If
Your liver le torpid and bowels consti-
pated or you have headache, dizziness.
coated tulips, if breath is bad or
stomiudi sour, just try a spoonful of
harmless Uodson's Liver Tone.
Here's my guarantes-Oo to any
drug store or dealer and get a 50-cent
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone. Take
a spoonful tonight and If It doesn't
Claims Lye Is Net Injurious,
Prof. M. E. Jaffa of the California
state -ipoard of health denies that, as is
generally believed, lye-peeled poaches
are more injurious to health than
hand-peeled fruits. The food value,
quality and flavor'Xr• unchanged, and
iii. impossible to distinguish one from
the other except by the knife marke
of the haml.peeled product, he *aye
Analyses show that the acidity of the
fruit is not affected by the use of lye
in the pooling process.
straighten you right up and make yoa
Nei tine and vigorous by morning I
want you to go beak to the store and
Sat yieur money. Dodeon's Liver Tone
is destroying the sale of calomel be--
cause It is real liver inediclite; entire-
ly vegetable, therefore it saaaot sail-
vats O. make lea Oct.
kiiPliallike VMS
Doosea's Liver Tosio-ir111 pat -fear -- -
sluggish liver to work and clean your
bowels of that sour bile and octasti-
patina waste which Is clogging your
system and making you feel miserable.
I guarantee that a bottle of Dodson's
Liver Tone will keep your entire fam-
ily feeling fine for months. (live it to
your children. It Is Dualities; doesn't
gripe and they like its pleasant taste,
THICK, GLOSSY HAIR -4
FREE FROM DANDRUFF
Oirisi Seautify Your Hairl Make it
Soft, Fluffy and Luxuriant-Try
the Moist Cloth.
Try as you will, after an application
eef-.Bertsec,10,•••0- -1154je-
trace of dandruff or falling hair and
your scalp will not itch, but what will
please you most, will be after a few
weeks' use, when you see new hair,
fine and downy at first-yes-but real-
ly new hair-growing all over the
scalp.
A little Danderine immediately dou-
bles the beauty of your hair. No differ-
ence how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Dandertne and carefully draw ft
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. The effect is ire-
mediate arid amazing-your hair will
be light, fluffy and wavy, and have an rot'
Danderine from any store and prove
that your hair Is as pretty and soft
as any-that it has been neglected or
injured by careless treatment-that's
all. Adv.
Seek La. Solve hg Problem.
Two English scientists, who are ez-
perimenting. expect to solve the prob
lena of producing electricity directly
from coal without using a steam en
gine and dynamo
STOP THAT HACKING COUGH.
Mansfield (formerly Hungarian)
Cough Balsam heals the inflamed and
lacerated membranes and quiets the
tickling nerve* that lie underneath the
infected portions. Invaluable for be
btu. Price 26c and 60e.-Adv.
- --
Wouldn't Chase Him.
"Do you think that stimulants would
hurt me, doctor?"
"Not if you leave them alone"
Seaweed is made into a compose.
tion to take the place of bone for ban
dies of cutlery.
Fora
Galled
Horse
Try 1
After
Other,
Fail
Keep* Him Woe
HAN FORD'S
BalsN114.9att,"--
parable luster, softness and luxure straina,Ci llifluNrnire
appearance of abundance; an inco 
CbeS,
ne Cute, LaMs3130•11,
ance, the beauty and shimmer of true Thrush, Old sores,
hair health. 
• Na Wounds' F°4:4 Rat'Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's Fistula, Bleeding, Etc., Etc..
Made Since 1846. AskAmtrir
Price 25c, 500 and $1.00
OR warms
All Dealers s-g.„isetrdizt.T.
Some Weight.
Redd-How much does his automo-
bile weigh?
Greene-You mean with the mort-
gage?
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CAST ORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of .1.43tfi
In Use for Over 30 Years,
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
CH
"Hunt's Cure" is absolutely guaranteed
to cure Itch. Eczema, Ringworm, Tette:.
or any Skin Disease, or purchase price
cheerfully refunded. Sold everywhere
for fi0c. a box, ox write, A. B. Richards
A saturated solution of celluloid in medirt„.. Co., shaman. Texas,
banana oil makes a durable lacquer 
EARLY VELVET BEANS FOR SALE
for brass.
WOMAN'S CROWNING GLORY
Is her hair. If yours is streaked with
ugly, grizzly, gray hairs, use ' La Cre-
ole" Hair Dressing and change it in
the natural way. Price $1.00.-Adv.
You Liay do things as well as others
-if you try.
Letr eset of all land Improvers for the Ounc. PIS bushel F. • BUSH, AiLICHILLBID, GA,
Wailed Old Feat Tett!' We Pa Y as blab aa $3 forfall sets Don t suatser
elarsebrekea. WerterslestalCo..gloosassian.III
W. N. U., MEMPHIS, NO. 5-1511.
Kansas City  Women Opposed
_ - Children Medicine
They Find "EsIsenal- Treatment Better
Thee Internal Medicines for
Children's Colds.
We give below letters from a num-
ber of Kansas City, Mo., ladies who
were selected by their druggists to try
out Vap-O-Rub--the "outside" treat-
ment for cold troubles, introduced in
Manua City last winter. Vap-O-Rub ts
the invention of a North Carolina
druggiet. It comes in salve form, and
has a two-fold action-first, the body
heat releases the ingredients in the
form of vapors, that are inhaled with
each breath-second, Vap-O-Rub Is
absorbed through and stimulates the
skin, aiding the vapors inhaled to
relieve the congestion.
Mrs James Hellen* 1928 Tracy
Ave.. has used Vick's herself for colds
in the chest and asthma, and has also
used It on her children, and "finds it
excellent."
Mrs_ Almtra Turner, 1214 E. 24th
St, relieved her husband of bronchitis
with two nights' applications. She
also used on her four months old baby
for oold and on the other children, and
n311-'1 And Vap-O-Rub does every-
thiae you say."
Mr*. T. L bluebell. 139 N. Lyn-
dale Ave.. hes two children, one six
years old and one eight months old.
The baby last winter had an obstinate
cough for quite a while. Mrs. Mar-
abaLl used Vap-O-Rub and writes-
-The cough soon yielded to this treat-
ment after several different cough
medicines had been tried with no ef-
fect" Mrs. Marshall also writes-
"Vap-O-Rub appeals to us because the
delicate little stomachs are not be-
int loaded down with medicines con-
taining opium and other harmful in-
gredients."
Mrs. J. S. Hollis. 3622 Forest Ave.,
used Vap-O-Rub for "a terrific cold-
could not breathe through my nose at
all-Impossible to go to sleep. Used
Vick's yap-O-Rub and in five minutes
was asleep and breathing early."
Mrs. W. A. Winkler, 6228 E. 15th St.,
says-"My baby had a cold, almost
pneumonia. I used Vap-O-Rub on him
as directed and in one day's time he
was better."
Mrs. Anna Taylor, 6040 Wairond
Ave.. has four children, and says-"I
have never used anything as good for
coughs and colds as Vap-O-Rub."
Mrs. Harry Webb, 2123 E. 27th St-,
says-"Our little girl is very suscep-
tible to colds, and in tact this is the
only winter and spring that she has es-
caped peemmoalik sad we believe it in
Vey-0-MA that has kept her "from
spell this year". Three 1118011-14A
60C and 81.00- •
ye

